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0. Introduction 
Let a be an admiss.l.ble ordinal, and let 6 (at denote the lattice whose 
elements are the a-r,e, sets, and whose order relation is given by set in- 
clusion. 6 (e) is called the lattice ofe-r.e, sets. Call an a-r.e, set H hyper- 
hypersimple if the complement H of H is not c~-finite and {B: B is e,-r.e., 
H C_ B} lbrms a boolean algebra. 
We believe that the class of hyperhypersimple ~-r.e. sets is important 
for analyzing the structure of 6 ((~) and the decidability of  the elementary 
theory of 6 ((~) using a language suitable for lattice theory. Results along 
these lines were obtained by Lachlan [4] for o~ = co. He showed that the 
hyperhypersimpie and cofinite to-r.e, sets form a relatively complemented 
distributive sublattice of 6 (co). This sublattice of 6 (to) must be decid o
able since Ershov showed that the elementary theory of any relatively 
complemented distributive lattice is decidable. We will primarily try to 
characterize those a for which hyperhypersimple o~-r.e, sets exist (this 
problem was posed in [6, Section 6, (Q19)]). Although we have beem 
unable to obtain a complete characterization we have results for many 
admissible ordinals o~; in particular, we establish that there are'hyper.- 
hypersimple (~-r.e. sets for e = ~ but not for ~ = ~.  
Our definition of hyperhypersimple e-r.e, set is a far cry from Post's 
[ 101 original definition of hyperhypersimple to-r.e, set. Rather than the 
definition, we are interested in the class of sets the definition gives rise 
to and, for o~ = co, Lachlan [4] discovered the definition we have adopted 
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to be equivalent to Post's definition. Aitt:ough we have been unable to find 
a formal gereralization of Post's definition of hyperhypersirtlple which 
gives rise to the class ofhyperhypersimple a-r.e, sets t'or all admissible ordi- 
nals a, several such generalizations have proved valuable for certain admis- 
sible ordinals, and are discussed in Section 3. 
The Elter of d (5) consisting of the simple 5-r.e. sets together with the 
a-recursive sets whose complements have order type less than 5" is a defin- 
able subset of 6 (5) and is therefore a natural object to stud:z if one is try- 
ing to determine the decidability of 6 (a). For if the elementary theory of 
this filter is undecidable, then so is the elementary theory of £ (a): and if 
the elementary theory of this filter is decidable, such informati~n could 
lead to a proof of the decidability of the elementary theory of  6 (5). For 
a = w, the structure of the simple sets seems to be complex, since there 
are many different 1-types over the language of lattice theory satisfied by 
simple w-r.e, sets. Known proofs of this fact, however, rely on the exist- 
ence of maximal, r-maximal, or hyperhypersimp!e w-r.e, sets. One is thus 
led to look for an admissible ordinal a for which the simple a-r.e, sets 
have a more uniform structure, in an attempt to find an 6 (5) whose 
elementary theory is decidable. One hopes that this will be an 6 (5) for 
which no maximal, r-maximal, or hyperhypersimple 5-r.e. sets exist. 
Lerman and Simpson [7] showed that i f5 = ~ or a = ~,  there are no 
maximal or r-maximal o~-:~.b, sets. We show that there are no hyperhyper- 
simple a-r.e, sets for 5 = S~. These results increase the likelihood of an- 
swering (Q 20) and (Q 21) of [6, Section 6] in the affirmative: taken to- 
gether for a = b~ they ask "Are all simple ~ -r.e. sets automorphic over 
6 (tx)? If not, do they have the same l-type over 6 (a)?' .  Hyperhyper- 
simple ~- r .e .  sets exist, but the class of hyperhypersimple S~-r.e. sets 
has an easily described structure. The characterization f hyperhyper- 
simple ~- r .e .  sets which we give in terms of the order type of the com- 
plement of such a set might lead (as suggested by Leggett [5, Section 41) 
to a determination f when two such sets are at:tomorphic. 
We have tried to obtain results for as many admissible ordinals as we 
could, instead of concentrating solely on ~1L and ~.  We feel, however, 
that any attempt o prove the decidability of the elementary theory of 
6 (5) for some admissible ordinal 5, should concentrate primarily on 
5 = ~ and secondarily on 5 = NL If decidability is obtained for such tO" 
a case, then our more general theorems may be of use to obtain the de- 
cidability of the elementary theory of 6 (e) for a larger class of  admis- 
sible ordinals r,. If one were to attempt to prove the undecidabi!ity of
the elementary theory of 6 (a) for some admissible ordinal t~, our results 
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yield 6 (o0's with different elementary theories, so they may contain the 
inlbrmation ecessary to get an undecidability result for the proper 
choice of a. 
To obtain decidability or undecidability results, one usually needs in- 
formation about the structure of the set being studied. Automorphism 
results can yield such information: and some techniques for obtaining 
automorphism results have been discovered by Soare [ 11 ]. Since the 
order types of complements of sets have a bearing on the automorphism 
type of the set, we also present some results on the order types that 
complements of hyperhypersimple 5-r.e. sets can and cannot have. 
Section I of this paper contains preliminary definitions and Section 2 
contains preliminary theorems of e-recursion theory, not directly related 
to hyperhype~inaple 5-r.e. sets. Section 3 contains preliminary theorems 
related to hyperhype~imple 5-r.e, sets, including relationships between 
various definitions. In Sections 4 and 5, we obtain some existence and 
nonexistence r sults for hyperhypersimple a-r.e, sets. with some further 
results on the possible order types of the complements of such sets. The 
division between these sections is primarily detern-0ined by the relation- 
ship between a certain cofinality and projectum o~ c~. In Section 6, we 
summarize our results and list some open questions. 
Much of the preliminary material needed to follow this paper is con- 
tained in [61. We will frequently refer the re;~der to proofs in [6], but 
will state the theorems necessary to follow this paper. Since the notation 
in [6] is very similar to ours, this should cause little added difficulty for 
the reader. 
!. Preliminary definitions 
Let 5 be an ordinal. IfA c 5, then )] will denote the relative comple- 
ment of A in 5, i.e., {x: x < 5, x q~A}. A will also be used to denote the 
characteristic fto',ction of A, i.e., that function defined by 
! i f x~A,  
A(x)= 0 if x~A.  
l f f  is a fimction on ordinals and ~ is an ordinal, flo will denote the 
function d,:Sned by 
i f(x) i fx < ~, 
flo(x) / undefined otherwise. 
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I f f  : a -* ~ and g :3  -* 7 are functions, then g o f :  a -* 7 will denote 
the function defiaed by g o/Oc) = g(f(x)) for all x < a such that ]Iv) 
and g(f(x)) are defined, and g o f(x) will be undefined otherwise. 
If f is a function, then dom(f) will denote the domain o f f ,  i.e., 
{x : f (x )  is defined}. I f f  is a function of n variables, function g of  k vari- 
ables such that g(Yl ..... Yk) = 
~.x I , ..., x k f (x  1 , ..., x n ) 
will denote that 
f (Y l  . . . .  , Yk,  xk+l  . . . .  , x n) whenever the latter is defined, and gO'l .... , Yk) 
will be undefined otherwise. 
If f is a function, we say that iimr_~of(r) - y if there is a X < o such 
that for all v, if X < v < a then f(v) is defined and ]Iv) = y. 
If q, and 5 are ordinals, then [7, 5) = {x: 7 < x < 5} and [3') = [0,7). 
When confusion is unlikely, [7) and 7 will be identified. [7] will denote 
{x • x < ~,}. 
Let A be a se~ of ordinals, sup (A) is the least ordinal 7 such that 
x < 7 for all x c= A. inf (A) will be the least element o fA .  ot (A) will be 
the order type of A. 
We define G6del's hierarchy of constructible sets by transfinite induc- 
tion on the ordinals. Let 
L~ =0:  
L=+ 1 = {A c_ ,Y: A is first order definable over L,}; 
let 
L~. = U{L~ : 5 < X} for X a limit ordinal. 
Then L is a ,miverse for set theory. Let to be the smallest infinite cardinal 
of L, let ~: ~, be the second infinite cardinal of L (note that L is well- 
ordered) and let S~ be the too th infinite cardinal of L. 
Let a be. an ordinal. A function f is said to be part ia l  a-recursir, e if its 
graph is Y, over L~,  a-recurs ive if f is partial a-recursive and dora (J3 = 
[o0 and ~-~ c [a) is a- f in i te  i fA ~ L~. A c [a) is a-r.:,  i fA is the range of  
an a-recursive function. A c_ [a) is a-recurs ive if both A and ,4 are a-r.e. 
sets. A Z [a) is a-bounded if there is a 3' < a such that for all x, i fx  ~ A, 
then x < 7; otherwise A is a-unbounded.  If 7 < a, then A c [a) is 7-regu- 
lar if fe~ all ~3 < 7, Ala is a-finite, a is an admiss ib le  ord ina l  if given any 
partial a-recursive function f and any a-finite set B such that B c dem (j3, 
then f(B) is a-finite. 
From this point on, a will always denote an admissible ordinal. 
Let 6 (a) denote the lattice of a-r.e, sets, ordered by c_. We note that 
the a-recursive sets are exactly those sets which have complements in 
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6 (oD. We define the ¢ (a)- f in i te sets to be those a-r,e, sets A such that 
eyeD, a-r,e, subset of  A is a-recursive. By [6, Section 3], the ¢ (a)-finite 
sets are those sets which are a-finite and have order type less than a*. 
Let A be an a-r.e, set, We say that A is s imple  i fA is not 6 (a)-finite 
and there is no a-r.e, set B such that B is not 6 (~)-finite and B n A = 0. 
We say that A is meax'imal i f ,4 is not 6 (~)-finite and given any a-r.e, set 
B such that A c B, there is an 6 (a)-finite set F such that either A o F=B 
or B to F = [0& We say that ,4 is r -max imal  if A is not 6 (a)-finite and 
gicen any a-recursive set B suc'~ that A c_ B, there is an 6 (a)-finite set F 
such that either A to F = B o~" B to F = [a). 
The following facts about a-recursion theory will be used lat,~r. 
Remarks, ( I ) Let A be an a-I.e, set which is not a-recursive. Then there 
is a one ,,one a-recursive function f : a ~ A such that f([a)) = A. 
(2) Let A be an a-recursive set which is not 0~-finite. Then there is a 
one-one a-recursive function f :  a ~ A enumerating the elements of A 
in order of  magnitude, 
(~) Let A be an a-finite set Then there is a y < a and an a-finite 
fum tion f : 3" -~ A such that dom U) = [3") ard fenum~rates the elements 
of A h~ order of magnitude. 
14) (Enumeration Theorem). There is an a-recuisive numeration 
{Wi : i < a} of aU the a-r,e, sets. Furthermore, there is a double a-recur- 
sive enumeration { I¢] • i < a & o < a} such that W ° is a-finite for each 
i<  a and o<~ a, 12(W~' •o < a} = W i for each i<  a, and if cr < r< a, 
then W~ c t¢[ for each i < a, 
2. Preliminary results 
This section summarizes the a-recursive theoretic facts which we will 
need later. Our proofs will sometimes be sketchy, assuming that the 
reader is familiar with the more standard techniques of proof in a-recur- 
sire theory. 
We say that 3' < ~ is an a-cardina I if there does not exist a one-one  
a-finite function with domain [3') and range an ordinal less than % An 
a-cardlnal 3' is singular if 3" can be expressed as an a-finite union o~cr an 
a-finite index set of  a. cardinality less than 3', o f  a-finite sets, all of  a- 
cardinality less than 7. An a-cardinal 3' is regular if 3' is not singular. 
Let 3' be an ordinal less than a. The cofinatity cf(2¢) of  3' is the least 
ordinal f3 < a such that there is an a-finite function f with domain/3 and 
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sup (f([l~))) = 3'. It is not difficult to see that 
(2.1) 3' is a regular a-cardinal if and only if cf(7) = 3'. 
For any a-finite set A, let card (A), the ot-car~'nali~v o f A, be the least 
3" < a such that there is a one-one  a-finite correspondence b tween A
and [3'). We note that for any a,,-finite set A, card (.4) is an a-cardinal. We 
also note that cf (/~) is an a-cardinal for any # < a. 
The Y~ l pro]ectum a* of a is the least ordinal 3' ~< a such that there is 
a one-one  a-recursive function f : a ~ 3". We list some properties of ~*. 
Lemma 2.1~ I ra*  < a, then a* is the greatest a-cardinaL 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.11. 
Lemma 2.,2. Let A be an a-r.e, set. Assume that ot (A) -: 3' < a*. ?hen A 
is a-finite. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.5]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an a-r. e. set which is not a-recursil, e. Let 7 = sup (.4) 
and 8 = ot (A). Assume that 3" < a. Then 7 ~ a* and [3 >t a *. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.6]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be an a-r.e, set such that ot 0 i )  < a*. Then A is a- 
regular. 
Proof. Assume that A is not a-regular for the sake of obtaining a contra- 
diction. Then there is a least a < a such that .4 n [e) is not a-finite. 
Since A t_) [o, a) is a-r.e., and (A u [o, a))- = A c~ [e), then A n [t7) 
cannot be a-recursive lse it would be a-finite. By Lec~.ma 2.3, a* 
ot (,4 n [o)) < ot (.~) < a*, a contradiction. 
Let ~ ~< ~ and "t < a be given. Let f: : a X B -~ 3" be an a-recursive func- 
tion. We sa'~ that f '  generates an S 2 function if for all x < ~6, l ima_.af'(o,x) 
exists, f :  ~ ~ 3' is an S 2 function if there is an a-recursive function 
f '  : ~, X/~ ~ 3, such that f '  generates an S 2 function, and lbr all x < #, 
f (x)  = l ima. , J ' (o ,x) .  In this case, we say ttiat f '  generates fas  an S 2 
function. 
If'}, < a and 5 ~< a, then f :  3 ' "  ~ is said to be a cofinality function if 
sup ( f ( [3 ' ) ) )  = ~. 
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Let ~ < a and 3' < a be given. Let f : ~ --, 3' be an S z fimction. We say 
that f i s  tame if there is an a-recursive fmaction f '  : a × 13 -~ 3' such that 
.f' generates f as an S z function, and furthernaore 
(2.2) (6 < ~)(~o < a)(r  >i o)(x < ~)(f'(r, x )  = ¢(x)), 
i,e., f '  converges to f uniformly on every interval [~5) with 8 </3; 
(2.3) (8 < 13)(~X < 3')(t~[~)) ~ [~)), 
i.e., the range of f on any proper initial segment of [~) is 7-boanded. 
l fB  c~ < a, we say that B is a tame S z subset oft3 ifBl~ is a tame $9 
function. 
Let 3' ~< a be given. Then s 2 cf(3'), the S? cofinality of 3', is defined 
to be the b'ast ordinal 8 < 3' such that there exists an S 2 cofinality 
fanction f :  8 ~ 3". 
Lemma 2.5. For all 3' < a, s 2 cf(3') is an a-cardinaL I f s  2 cf(a) < a, then 
s2cf(a) is an a-cardinal. Aiso, s 2 of(a)I> w. 
Proof. The first two sentences follow from [6, Lemma 2.7]. Since o~ is 
admissible, a is a limit ordinal so s 2 cf(a) I> w. 
Lemma 2.6. Let  3" <~ c~, 6 <~ ~, and f : 7 ~ 6 be gh,en. Then f is a ~-'2 .func- 
tion ( f  and onh: (f  f is an S 2 .hmction. 
Proof. Assume first that y'is a ~2 function. Then there is an a-recursive 
predizate R such that for all x < 3' and y < 6, 
f (x )  = y *=~ (3u) (v ) (R(x ,  y .  u, v)).  
Let (u, y) be the least ordered pair (under some ~-recursive well-ordering 
of t~ × 3' of order type a) such that R(x,  y, u, v) for all v < o and let 
f ' (o,  x) = y. Then f '  generates f as an S 2 function. 
Conversely, let f be an S 2 function and let f '  generate f. Then 
] Ix )  = y ~ ( so ) ( r ) ( r  > o --, : ' ( r ,x )  = y ) ,  
so f i s  a Z z function. 
Lemma 2.7. Let  f : [3 ~ ~t and g : 3" -~ 5 be S 2 f~inctions where 0 <<- ~, 
~t <~ a and ~ ~ 3". Then g o f : (3 -~ 5 is an S 2 function, I f  l and  g are both 
tame. then g o f is tame. 
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Proof. Let f ' :  a ×/3 ~ ~, generate fas  an S, function, and let g' : a × 7 "~ 
g~nerate g as an S 2 function. Then h' : a × ~ ~ 6 defined by h'(o, x)  = 
g'(o, f'(o, x)) generates g o/ 'as an S~ function. (2.2) and (2.3) follow im- 
mediately from a proper choice o f~ and g' to ~ve (2.2) and (2.3) for f 
and g. 
Lemma 2.8. For eact, "[ < t~, there is a strictly #wreasing tame S 2 co~nal- 
ity function g : s 2 cf(3,) ~ 7- 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.91. 
Lemma 2.9. Let A be an a-regular a-r.e, set which is not ,.recursive, and 
let 3 = ot (.~). Then s 2 cf(~) = s 2 cf(/3). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, there is a strictly increasing S 2 cofinality function 
ft  : s2 cf(3) ~ 3. Define gl : 3 ~ ~ by gl (x) is the x th element of  ,4 in order 
of magnitude. Then gl is a strictly increasing S 2 cofinality function. 
gl ° f l  is an S 2 function by Lemma 2.7, and since f l  and gl are strictly 
increasing, , o f l  is a cofinality function. Hence s 2 cf(3) ~< s 2 cf(a). 
It remains to show that s 2 cf(a) < s 2 cf(3). By Lemma 2.8, there is a 
strictly increasing S 2 cofinality function f2 : s2 cf(a) -~ a. Define g2 : ~ "" 3 
by g2(x) = ot (.4 n Ix)). Then g2 is a nondecreasing S 2cofinality func- 
tion, so by Lemma 2.7 and since .t~ is increasing, 2 o )~ is an S 2 cofinality 
function. Hence s 2 cf(a) < s 2 cf(/3). 
Lemma 2.10. Let k : s2 cf(~) -~ s2cf(a) be an S 2 fimction. Then k is tame. 
ProoL Let 6 < s 2 cf(a) be given. If sup (k([5))) = s 2 cf(a), then 
s 2 cf (s 2 cf(a)) ~< 6. But s 2 cf (s 2 cf(0t)) = s 2 cf(0t) from Lemma 2.7 and 
Lemma 2 8, so sup (k([6))) < s2cf(a). Hence (2.3) is satisfied by k. 
Let k' : o~ × s 2 of(e0 ~ s 2 cf(a) be an a-recursive function generating k 
as an S 2 function, and let 8 < s2cf(a) be given. For each h < 8, let gO0 
be the least - such that for all r ;~ o, k'(r. M = k(X). Then g is an S 2 func- 
tion on domain 6. If sup (g([6))) = a, then s 2 cf(a) ~< 6, a contradiction. 
Hence letting sup (g([fi))) = .~t < ~, we see that (2.2) is satisfied by k and 
k'. 
Lemma 2.11. Let ~ < ~* and 7 < a* be given~ Let k : 3 -* 7 be an S 2 
function, and let k' : a x (3 -~ 7 be an ct-rdcur~ive ]iowtiott generating k 
as an S 2 .fimction. Assume that ~,o k'(o,x) is nondecreasing for each 
x < 3. Then k is a;z a-finite function. 
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Proof. For each x < ~3, let S~ = (o : limr_.ak'(r, x) = k'(o, x)), and let 
S = U {S x : x </3:}. Then S x is a-recursive for each x </3 and S is a-recurs- 
ire. Since Xok'(e,x)  is nondec~asing for each x </3, ot (S x) < 7 for each 
x < ,3. For each o ~ S, let y(o)  be the least b </3 such that o ~ S b , and 
let z(o) = ot (S n [o)). Define g(o) = (y(o). z(e)). Then g : S ~ fl × 7 is a 
one-one  t~-recursive function, l fo t  (S) = a, then a* </3 • 7- But since 
i3 < a*, 7 < a*, and since t~* is an a-cardinal by Lemma 2.1/3 • ,y < a*. 
Hence ot (S) < a. Since S is a-recursive and ot (S) < a, S must be a-finite. 
Let a = sup (S). Then for each r > a and all x </3, l im~rk ' (  ~, x) = 
k ' ( r ,x )  = k'(o, x ). so k(x) = l imr_.~k'(r,x) = k'(o, x).  Thus k is an a-finite 
function. 
Lemma 2, ! 2. Let A be an a-r.e, set which is not a-recursive, and let 
/3 = ot (A). Then s2cf(a)  ~/3. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.101. 
Lemma 2.13. Let  A be an a-re. set which is not  a-recursive. Let/3 = ot (A) 
and let ~/= sup (A ). Assume that A is ~/-regular Then there is a k <~ a 
such that fl = s2cf(a)  • k. 
Proof. There are k ~< a and 5 < s2 cf(a)  such that/3 = s2cf(a) • k + 6. We 
show that 8 = 0. 
Assume, for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that ~ > 0. Let 
= (a i • i < fl) be the enumeration o f f l  in order of magnitude, and let 
;~ = as2 cf(~), k' Since ,4 is 7-regular and k < a. A n [k) is a-finite. Since 
A n [X, t~) is a-r.e, and ot (A n IX,a)) = 6 < s2cf(a),  A n IX, a) is a-re- 
cursive by Lemma 2.12. Hence A = (An  IX)) w (A c~ [k,a))  is a-recur- 
sire, yielding the desired contradiction. 
Let 5 ~< a and 7 ~< a be given. We say that f :  6 ~ ~, is a profcction if 
I ( [8))  = [3'). For each/3 ~< ~, define is2 p(/3), the tame S 2 pro]ectum o f  
/3, to be the least ordinal X </3 such that there is a tame S 2 projection 
f :  X-* t3. 
Lemma 2.14. s2cf(a)  ~< ts2P(a) ~< a*. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.121. 
Lemma 2.15. s 2 cf(a) = s 2 cf(ts2P(a)). 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.8, ttlere is a strictly increasing S2 cofinality func- 
tion f : s 2 cf(ts2p(a)) -~" ts2p(a). Let g : ts2p(a) ~ a be a tame S 2 projec- 
tion. 
For each x < ts2P(C0, define h(x)  = sup ({~5) • ~ < x)). Since g is a 
tame S 2 function, h(x) is defined for all x < ts2P(a). Furthermore 
h : tSEP(t~) ~ a is a nondecreasing cofinality function. By Lemma 2.7 
h o f -  s2cf(ts2P(t~))~ t is an S 2 function, and it is not hard to see that 
h o f i s  a cofinality ftmction. Hence s 2 cf(ot)~< s 2 cf(ts2P(a)). 
By transfinite induction, we can modi fy  g to make it one-one  with 
the same domain and image, and still have it be an S 2 function, Hence 
we can assume that g is one-one .  Thus g - 1 : a -~ ts2p(o:) defined by 
g - l (x )  =y  if and only i fg(y)  = x is a well-defined S2 function. Let 
k : s 2 cf(tO-+ a be a strictly increasing S2 cofinality function, k exists 
by Lemma 2.8. Then g-1 o k : s2cf(a)  -~ ts2p(0t) is an S 2 function, by 
Lemma 2.7. If sup (g- l  o k([s 2 cf (t~))) = ~ < ts2P(a), then 
g o g - I  o k([s2 cf(t~)) ) = k([s2 cf (c~))) would be 0t-bounded by (2.3) and 
the tameness o fg .  But k([s 2 c f (a )0  is a-unbounded ziace k is a cofinatity 
function into ~, a contradiction. Hence g -  I o k must be an S 2 cofinality 
functio~a, so s2cf(tszp(ot)) ~< s2cf~a). We conclude that s2cf(ts2P(a)) = 
s 2 c f (t~). 
Lemma 2.16. There are tame 8 2 coJ~llalify funct iom :': s2cf(oO -* ts2P(a) 
andg : s2c f (a )~ ~, and a-recursivefunctio~,sf': a × s2cf(a)  -* ts2P(~) 
and g' • o~ X s 2 cf (~t) ~ a generating land  g respectively as tame S 2 fimc- 
tions, such that f and g are nondecreas#zg as is kog' ( 0~ x) Jbr each 
x < s 2 cf(a).  Furthermore. (fg'(o, x) = g(x), then g'(¢, y) = gO') and 
f '(T,y) = f(y) Jbr all y < x and r ~ o. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.15, s 2 cf(ts2P(a)) = s 2 c f (a) ,  so by I_emma 2.8, there 
is a strictly increasing S2 cofinality function f :  s 2 c f (a)  ~ tszp(t~). 
Case 1: s2cf(a)  = ~. By Lemma 2.14, ts2P(t~) = t~. Let :'(x) = x =g(x) 
for all x < a, and f'(o, x) = x = g'(o. x) for all o < t~ and x < a. The 
lemma is cle, ~ 4y true in this case. 
Case 2: s 2 c~ (a) < e and f is o~-recursive. Define f '  : a × s 2 cf (t~) ~ ts2P(a) 
by f'(o, x) = J~x). By Lemma 2.8, there is a strictly increasing S2 cofinality 
function g 1 : s2cf(a)  ~ a. Letg]  : o~ × s2cf(a)  ~ a be an a-recursive fimc- 
tion generatingg I as an S 2 function. We d~:fine g' :  a X s2cf(a)  -, t~ by 
induction on t~, and lbr each o < a, by induction on s2 of(cO as tbliows: 
if limr_~ag'l(7, z) does not exist for some z < x, or i imr_~g'(z, z) does 
not exist for some z < x, or limr_~og' 1 (r, z) exists for all z ~< x but 
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hmr..og I (r, .z) 4: g'(o, 2) for some z < x set 
g'(o,x) = sup ({g](r,y): r<  o, 3' < s2cf(c~)} u {g'(r, y): r<  o, 
u (g ' ( r ,y ) :  ~-< o,3' < s 2 cf(o~)} 
u{g'(o,y): y < x}) : 
otherwise, set 
g'(o, x) = lim g'(r. x). 
Sii,,ce g~ generates an S 2 function, it follows by induction on o < a that 
g' generates a strictly increasing S2 func:ion g such that g(x) t> g:(x) for 
all x < s2cf(~). Hel:ce g is an S 2 cofinality function. The tameness o fg  
follows from the tameness o fg  I and the fact that s2cf(a) < a. Xog'(o,x) 
by definition is nondecreasing. Assume that g'(a,x) = g(x). If r >t o and 
y ~ x and g°(r, y) ~ gO'), then since Xrg'(r, y) is nondecreasing, there is 
a ,~, ;~ r such that either l im~xg~(~, z) does not exist for some z<~y <~ x, 
or lim~_~xg'(~, z) does not exist for some z ~< y <~ x, or lim~_.xg'l(/:, z) ~> 
l -  w . P exists for all z ~< y but ml~...xgl( ~, z) 4: g:(~t, z) for some z ~< y. In any 
case. g'(X, x) > g'(o, x) so since Xog'(a, a ~) is nondecreasing, (x) t> 
g'(X. x) > g'(o, x), a contradiction. Hence the lemma is true in this case. 
Case 3: s2cf(a) < a and f i s  not a-recursive. Let f '  : o~ X s2cf(a)  
ts2P(~) be an e-recursive fuJ~ction generatingf as an S 2 function. We 
define g' : t~ X s2cf(~) -~ e by induction on a, and for each o < a, by 
induction on s 2 cf(~) as follows: if limr_~af'(r, z) does not exist for some 
z ~ x, or iimr.,og'(r, z) does not exist for some z ~< x, or lim~..,of'(r, z) 
exists for all .z ~ x but limr_~of'(r, z) ~ f(z) for some z ~< x, set 
g'(a, x) --- sup ({g'(r, y): r < o, y < s 2 cf(~)} u{g'(a, y): y < x}U (o}); 
otherwise, set 
g'(a, x) -- limr_.og'(r, x). 
Then g' generates an S 2 function g. g is strictly increasing by definition, 
and a cofinality function, for otherwise f would be a-recursive, g is tame, 
since its domain is s2cf (a), If g'(o, x )= g(x), then g'(r, y) =gfy)  and 
f ' ( r ,y )  =f (y )  for al ly ~ x and r ~ o; otherwise for some ~ > o, g'(Lx) 
is defined to be greater than g'(a.x), so since Xog'(o, x) is nondecreasing, 
we would have g(x) = g'(o,x) < g'(X,x) <~ g(x), a contradiction. This con- 
cludes the proof of  the lemma. 
We define s2P(a), the S 2 projectum of~,  to be the least 3' <~ o, such 
that there is an S 2 projection f :  3" -~ 0~. 
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Lemma~ 2.17 (Simpson). ts2P(t 0 = s2P(a) or ts2P(0t) = s2P(t~), s z cf(t~). 
Proof. By definition, Szp(t~) < tszp(a). We first show that ts2P(e) < 
s2P(,-,) • szcf (a) .  Let f :  s2P(e) -,, a be an S 2 projection, and let 
f '  : a X s2P(~,) --> t~ be an t~-recursive function generat ingfas  an ~ func- 
tion. Letg  • s2cf (a)  ~ ot be an S 2 cofinal ity function. Then h "s~p(a) • 
s2cf (a)  -+ a defined by  h(s2P(a) - X + 8) = f fg (~) ,  ~) for 0 < ~ < s2cf(t~) 
and 0 < 8 < s2P(a) is a tame S 2 projection, so ts2P(t~)-<< s2P(a) • s2cf(a) .  
We can now let ts2p(a) = s2p(a) • ~, + 6 for the unique 7~ and 8 such 
that 1 -<< ~,< s2cf (a)  and 0 < 8 < s2P(a ). Let k • tSzp(a) -~ a be a tame 
S 2 projection. I f  8 > 0, then since k is tame, C = k([s2P(Ct) • ~)  is an 
a-fir~ite set, so ~ is an a-recursive set and o t (~)  = e, Since k is a projec- 
tion, C c__ k([s2p(a ) . ~,, ts2p(~))),  so since tSzp(a) = s2p(a) • X + 5, 
s2p(~) < 5, a contradict ion. Hence 5 = 0. 
Assume that X ~ 1 and X :~ s 2 c f (a )  for the sake o f  obtaining a contra- 
diction. I fX  =/~ + 1 for some ordinal la, then sizlce k( [s2P(a) ,  ja)) is 
a-finite by the tameness of  k, k([szp(a)  • ~t, s2p(,~) • (/a + 1)7) contains 
an a-recursive set of  order type a. Since k is tame, ts2P(a) < s2p(a) , so 
X = 1, a contradict ion. If  X is a limit ordinal, then defining ~ • ~, ~ a by 
~b(x) = sup ({k(y): y <~ szp(a ) - x}), we see that ~ is an S 2 cofinal ity func- 
tion, hence s2cf (a)  < X. Thus X = s2cf (a) ,  another contradict ion. This 
completes the proof  o f  the lemma. 
Lemma 2.18. Let A be a tame S 2 subset 0/'/3 such that A is tlot a-finite. 
Then/3 >>, tszp(t~). 
Proof. See [ 1, Lemma 2.1.2 l. 
Let f '  : t~ x a x/3 --> 3' be an a-recurs~ve function. We say that f '  gener- 
ates an S 3 function if for all o < ~,, lim~_.,,~ f (o ,  r, x)  exists for all x < 13, 
and limo_., ~ lim,._,~f'(o, r, x)  exists for all x </3. We call .f: ~3 ~ 3' an S 3 
function i f  there is an ~-recursive function f '  : ~ X a X i3 ~ 3' such that 
f '  generates an "~3 function and for all x </3. : (x)  = limo_,c, l im, . . ,a f (o , r ,x )  
In this case, we ~'ay that f '  generates fas  an S 3 fimction. 
Lemma 2.19. Every, S 2 function is an S 3 function. 
Proof. See [6, Lemma 2.141. 
We define s3 cf(3,), the S 3 co~qnality o f  3", for each 3' < a, to be the 
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least ~5 .<< a such that there is an S a cofinality f lmction f :  5 ~ 3'. We de- 
fine saP(3'), the S a pro/ectum of 'y,  for each 3' < a, to be the least 6 < a 
such that there is an S 3 projection f :  8 ~ 3". 
Lemma 2.20. to ~< sacf (a)  < saP(a). 
Proof. Since a is a l imit ordinal, sac f (a )~ to. Also, every projectmn is a 
cofi~aality function, so s 3 cf(t~) ~< sap(a). 
Lemma 2.21. Let A c to be an S 2 set which is not  a-finite. Then sap(a) = 
to. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.19, s3P(a)> to. By [3], there is an S 2 projection 
f :  A ~ a (i.e., there is an a-recursive function f '  : a × co ~ a such that 
:~.x') = l imo~s" (o ,  x)  for all x ~ A, and I [A)  = [a)). Let A = (a i : i < W). 
Define g : to -~ a by g(i) =f(ai) .  Define g' : a × a × 6o --* co by g'(o, r, x)  = 
0 if z < o. For  r > o we define g'(o, r, x )  and an auxiliary funct ion 
h'(o, r, x) inductively, g'(o, r, x)  = f ' ( r ,  i) where i is the least 
] > max ((h'(o. r, y):  y < x)) such that f ' (~ , / )  = f ' ( r , / )  for all X such that 
a ¢ ~ < r if such a /ex is ts ,  and g'(o, 7", x) = 0 otherwise. I f  i as above 
exL~ts, let h'(o, z, x )  be this i; otherwise we let g'(a, r, z) = 0 for all z such 
that x < z < co. It is not hard to see that l imo~ l im~g' (o ,  w, i) = g(i) 
for all i < to, so s3P(a) = w. 
3. Hyperhypersimple s ts 
We call H a hyperhypers imple (hhsimple) a-r.e, set if A¢ is not 6 (a)- 
finite and the set of  a-r.e, supersets o f  H ordered by set inclusion is a 
boolean algebra. 
Hhsimple to-r.e, sets were defined by Post [10] and shown to exist by 
Friedberg [2]. Post's definition, however, differed from the above defi- 
nit ion for a = to. Post calls an to-r,e, set H hhsimple if there is no co-re- 
cursive sequence of  pairwise disjoint finite sets {T i • i < co} such that 
for each i < co, ~ n F /¢  0. Lachlan [4] later showed that Post's deft- 
nit ion is equivalent to the above definit ion for a = co. 
We have chosen Lachlan's definit ion of  hhsimple as the one to gener- 
• dize because we are interested in the hhsimple a-r.e, sets ~ * a class of  
sets definable over6 (a). Lachlan's definit ion generalizes u,~ambiguously, 
and gives us a class o f  hthsimple a-r.e, sets with this prope~ ty. Post's de- 
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finition, however, readily lends itself to many different generalizations, 
in particular, leaving to choice what/3 should be in (T i : i < ~}, Some 
generalizations of Post's definition are convenient for obtaining some of  
our nonexistence r sults. So we will prove several theorems in this sec- 
tion relating generalizations of Post's definition to our preferred efini- 
tion. We will also prove some preliminary theorems about hi,simple sets. 
Theorem 3.1. The follow#2g are equivalent: 
(1) H is an hhsimple -r. e. set. 
(2) H u B is u-re..forall e-r.e, sets B, and F1 is 6 (e)-in)qnite. 
(3) H o B is e-r. e. jbr all e-r. e. sets B such that H c B, and t l  is (a)- 
inJbzite. 
Proof. (1) =, (2). Let B be an e-r.e, set. Then Hu B is an element of the 
lattice of supersets of  H. Since this lattice is a boolean algebra, there is 
an e-r.e, set Csuch that (Hu  B) n C= Hand (Hu  B) u C= [e), and 
H c C. We show that H u B= C. If.¥ ~ H, then x ~ C. I fx  6 J~ - H, 
then x q~ H u B, so since (H u B) u C = [e), x ~ C. He,ice H u ~ c C. 
Conversely, i fx  ~ C then either x ~ H in which case x ~ Ho  B, or 
x E H n C. In the latter case, x q~ H, and since H = (H u B) n (7., x ~Hu B 
Hence x ~ (H u B)-  = ~q n K. Thus x ~ B, so x ~ H u B. Thus C c_ H t, ~-. 
We conclude that H u B is e-r.e, since H u B = C and C is ,~-r.e. 
(2) =~ (3). Obvious. 
(3) =~ ( 1 ). Let an e-r.e, set C be given such that H c_ C. By (3), H u 
is e-r.e. But C u (H u C) = [e) and C n (H u C') = C c~ H = H, so C has 
a complement in the lattice of supersets of H. H is therefore hhsimple. 
Theorem 3.2. Let H be a maximal e-re. set. Then H is an hhsimple -r.e. 
set. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that H satisfies (3). Let B be 
an e-r.e, set such that H c B. Since H is maximal, there is an 6 (e)-finite 
set F such that either H u F = B or B u F = [e). 
Assume tha~ ,tl w F = B. Then since F is e-finite. F is e-r.e. Thus 
H w F is e-r.e, i~ut 
HO F= (Ho  H) n (Hu  F)  = Hu (/-in F )=H 
=Hu (Hu F ) -  =Hu B, 
so (3) is satisfied. 
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As~,mme that B u F = Its). SiJ~ce F is 6 ~a)-finite, F is a-finit'~" and 
ot (F) < a*. Thus/:~ is a-r.e., :~s is ff u B. 
sup cl (F  U B) -= sup (F c~ ~) ~< sup (F) < a 
since F is rx-finite. By Lemma 2.3, since ot (F n B) ~< ot (F) < a*, -P u B 
must be t~-recursive, Hence F n ~ is o~-r.e. But H u B = H u (B n F) since 
B o F = [a), so (3) is satisfied. 
The following theorem is convenient when dealing with questions about 
the existence of hhsimple a-r.e, sets with a-bounded complements. 
Theorem 3.3. Let H be an hhsimple a-r.e, set '~ueh that sup (H) < a. Then 
there t:vists an hhsimple a-re. set G such that sup (G) = ~* 
Proof. Let sup (F/) = 3' < t~*. By Lemma 2.6, 3' ~ a*, and by Lemma 2.1, 
a* is the greatest a-dardinal. Hence there is a one-one  ~-finite correspond- 
ence f "  3' ~ a*. Also, there is a one-one  a-recursive correspondence 
g • [3', e) ~ [a*. t~) since both sets are o~-recursive and have order type a. 
Let h : t~ -~ a be defined by h(x) =/(x)  i fx  < 3' and ~(x) =g(x)  i fx  >~ 3'. 
Then h is a one-one  a-recursive correspondence b tween [a) and [a). 
Let G = h(H), Then G, = h(H) = .t~/7/) c_, [~*). 
It is easy to see that h gel~erates an automorphism of 6 (o~) (h(A) = 
(h(x) : x ~ A)), and since "H  is hhsimple" is definable over 6 (a), h(H) = G 
must also be hhsimple. Therefore: G is not 6 (a)-finite. If sup (G)< a*, by 
Lemma 2.3, G would be a-recursive, and since ot (G) ~< sup (G) < a*, 
would be 6 (a)-finite. Thus sup (G) = o~*, completi1~g the proof  of the 
theorem. 
The following theorem shows that at least one generalization of Post's 
definition implies hhsimplicity. 
Theorem 3.4, Let {T i • i < e*) be an a-recursive sequence of  pairwise 
disjoint a-r.e, sets, and let A be an a-r.e, set. Assume that for all i <~ ~*, 
,-4 n T i ~ O. Then ,4 is n~t hhsimple. 
Proof. Let (TTi : o < a, i < e~*} be a double a-recursive sequence of 
e-finite sets such that for all i < a*, IJ(T/° • a < a} = T r Let g be a one-  
one o~-recursive function enumerating A, and let A ° = g([a)). Let f :  a ~ e* 
be a one-one  o~-recursive function. 
Let B = A u {x : ( 3i)( 3j)(3o)(f(]) = i, x E T~ n WT)}, where {W i • i< a} 
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and (W~ : i < a, o < a} are as in Remark (4) o f  Section 1. Then B is an 
¢~-r.e. superset o f  A. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that A u B is 
not a-r.e. 
Assume that A 12 B is ~-r.e. for the sake o f  obtaining a contradict ion. 
Then there is a j < a such that A 12 B = It'/. Fix such a ], and let i = f(]). 
By hypothesis,  there is an x < o~ such that x E T i n A. Fix such an x. 
l f x  ~ B, then x ~ A 12 ~ = W/. Since x ~ T i, x ~ T i N hii' Hence for 
some o < a, x ~ T 7 n I4/7, so x ~ B. But i fx  ~ B, then x ~ T i n ht/since 
{T k : k < ~*) are pairwise disjoint and x ~ 7"/. Since x ~ lCj and x ~ B, 
x ~ A. But x ~ ,4 by choice o fx .  This contradict ion completes the proof  
of  the theorem. 
Corollary 3.5. Let H be an a-regular hhsimple a-r.e, set. Then iq has no 
proper initial segment o f  order type ~ *. 
Proof. Assume not for the sake o f  obtaining a contradiction. Then for 
some/~ < o~, ot (H  n [/3)) = ~*. Let ./'be a one-one  ~-recursive function 
enumerating H, and let Ha = f ( [o) )  for all o < ,1,. Since H is a-regular, 
there is a o < a such that H n [/3) = H ° n [/3). Let {h i " i < or*) be the 
elements o fH  n [/3) in order o f  magnitude. Since ~ n [/~) is a-finite, 
letting T i = {hi) for all i < o~*, (T  i • i < a*)  satisfies the hypothesis  o f  
Theorem 3.4. Hence by Theorem 3.4, H is not hhsimple, a contradic- 
tion which proves the corollary. 
The final theorem of  this section shows that another generalization 
of  Post's definition implies hhsimplicity. It will be extremely useful in 
deriving non-existence results for hhsimple e-r.e, sets. 
Theorem 3.6. Let H be an a-r.e, set, and let 3" be given such that 
0 < 3" < ~ and szp(~) • 3, ~< ~. Let (T  i : i < szp(~) • 3') be an a-recursive 
sequence o f  ~-r.e. sets such that: 
(4) for all i < s2P(~) • 3"and]< s2P(O~) • 3', i f i  a~ j, then T i n T~ = O. 
Let {T 0 : i < r p (o0  • 3', o < ¢~} be a double a-recursive sequence o f  a- 
finite sets such l hat: 
(5) for all i-~ s2P(O0 • ~,, t J{T 0 : o<a)  =Ti: 
(6 ) fo ra l l i<  s2P(a) • 3",if o<<. r< ~, then T o c _ T/. 
Assume that there is a sequence {x(i) : i < s2p(a) .  3'} such that: 
(7) for all i < Szp(00,3' ,  x(i) ~ T i n H. 
Let v(i) be the least o such that x(i) ~ T O. Assume that: 
(8) sup ((1~(i) : i < s2P(tV) • 3'}) = a; 
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(9) {u(i) : i < s2p(a) • 3"} is nondecreasing. 
Then H is not hhsimpl¢ 
Proof. I f  szp(a) • 3' ~ a*,  then we are done by Theorem 3.4. So assume 
that s2P(Ot) - '7 < a*. Let :f : s2p(a) -~ a be an S 2 pIojection, and let 
)'~ : a × szp(~,) -- a be an a-recursive function generating fas  an S 2 func- 
tion. 
We define an a-recursive f lmction g' : a × s2p(a) ~ a as follows: 
Let o < 0~ and i < szp(e) be given. Let k be the least ~ <~ o such that 
f ( r ,  i) = f'((~', i) for all r such that ~ ~< r ~ o, Let g'(~, i) = ~,. Since f '  
generates the S 2 function.f,  g' generates an S~ function g : s2P(00 ~ ~. 
Since kog'(o, i) is nondecreasing for each i < s2p(a), it is not hard to see 
that 
(10) i fg'(o,  i) = g(i), then f ' (z,  i) = fi(i) for all r ~ o. 
We next define an a-recu~ive function h' : a × Szp(00 • 3' ~ a, by cases. 
Glse ! : 3' is a limit ordinal. Let o < ~ and x < s2p(a) • 3" be given. Let 
bt and i be the unique ordinals such that x = s2p(a) ,  ts + i with i < s2P(Ol) 
and 0 ~< ta < 7. Set h'(o, s2p(a) • bt + i) = f ' (o,  i). 
Case 2: 3' is a successor ordinal. Let 3' = v + 1. Without loss of  general- 
ity, we can assume that 3' = 1, For defining S i = Ts2p(~. ~+i, we see that 
(S i : i  < szp(t~))- replacing {T i) satisfies the hypothe~i~ of Theorem 3.6. 
Let 4) : s2P(Ot) ~ s2P(~) 2 be an a-finite function such that for each 
x < s2P(0~), {y : ~bO') = s2P(a) • 5 + x for some 6 < szp(a)) is s2p(~)-un- 
bounded. Since s~p(a) < t~, it is easy to see that s2p(a) is an 0~-cardinal, 
so the inverse of  the usua] pairing function will be a suitable choice for 
4~. Let o < a and x < szp(a) be given. Let O(x) = szp(a) • 6 + i for the 
unique 6 and i such that 5 < s2p(a) and i < s2p(a). Set h'(o, x)  = f (o ,  i). 
Since g' ~enerates an S 2 projection g, h' generates an S 2 projection 
h : s2P(~) • '7 ~ c~. 
Lemma 3.7. Let k < ¢~ be given, and let I = (i < s2p(a) • 3': h(i) = k}. For 
each i E L let ~b(i) be tile least ~ such that jbr  all r >t ~, h' (z, i) = h(i). 
Then ibr some i ~ L ~(i) ;~ ~(i). 
Proof. We proceed by cases according as to how h' is defined. 
Case 1: 3' is a limit ordinal. Since f i sa  projection, there is a unique 
j < s2P(a) such that )'~) = k. Fix this j. Then I = {x < szp(a) • 3': x = 
szp(a) • 8 + j for some 5 < 3'). Since 3" is a limit ordinal, sup (/) = s2P(a). 3' 
Hence by Theorem 3.6 (8) and (9), for some i 6 L v(i) >t g(/). But by the 
definit ion of  ~ and (10), for all i E L ~b(i) = g(]). Hence for some i ~ L 
u(i) ~ ~(i). 
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Case 2: 3' is a successor ordinal. Then by Case 2 of the definition o fh ' ,  
we can assume that ~/~: 1. Since f i sa  projection, there is a un ique/< s2p(a) 
such float f(j) = k. Fix this/. Then I = (y: ~b(3,) = s2p(t~) - ~ +/ fo r  some 
6 < s2P(~)}. But as we noted in Case 2 of  the definition ofh ' ,  sup (/) = 
s2p(t~) = s2P(a) • % We now use (8) and (9) as in Case 1 to complete the 
proof. 
We now let B = H 'J {x: (3i < s2p(a) • .y)(3a)(x ~ l~a, ta.0 n Tia)). 
Clearly, B is an t~-r.e, set. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that 
H o B is not an a-r.e, set. 
Assume for the sake of  obtaining a contradiction, that H u B is an 
a-r.e, set. Then for some k < a, H u B = I¢ k. Fix such a k. By Lemma 
3.7, there is an i < s2p(a) • "r such that h(i) = k and v(i) ~ ~(i). Fix 
such an i. We complete the proof of  the theorem by showing that 
x(i) ~ B i f fx(i)  E B-, thus obtaining a contradiction. 
Assume that x(i) E B. By Theorem 3.6 (7), x(i) ~ [i. Hence by the 
definition of  B, for some m < s2P(0t) • ",/and o < a. x(i) ~ T~n n W~a,(o,,o. 
By (4), (5) and (7), m = i. Hence x(i) ~ Tf ln W~,(o,0 for some o < a. 
Fix such a c. By choice of i, if(i) ~< ~i),  hence by the definition of v(i). 
o >i v(i) >t ~k(i). By the definition of  ¢, h'(r, i) = h(i) for all r ~ o. Thus 
x(i) E Wh(i) = W k = H t) B. By (7), x(i) $ H. Hence x(i) E B. 
Conversely, assume that x(i) e B. Then x(i) ~ H t9 ~ = 1¢ k = lChti). So 
o h '  for all sufficiently large o < t~, x(i) E W~(i). Since generates h as an 
S 2 function, x(i) ~ W~,(o,i ) for all sufficiently large a < a, By (7), 
x(i) ~ Ti, hence by (5) and (6), x(i) E Tfl for all sufficiently large o < a. 
Therefore, there is a o < e such that x(i) ~ T[' n' o Wh,(o.i ), so x(i) E B by 
the definition of B. 
Corollary 3.8. I f  we replace (9) in Theorem 3.6 by 
(11 ) for all o < a, there is an i < s2P(a) • 7 such that ]'or all ], i f  
i < / < g2p(a) • % then vfj) >~ o, then the conclusion o f  ?heomm 3, 6 is 
still true. 
Proof. The or, ty use of  (9) in the proof of  Theorem 3.6 was in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3. But (1 ! ) can replace (9) to get the same result. 
4. s2cf(a) < ts~p(a) 
This section will primarily be devoted to questions concerning the 
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existence of  hhsimr!e a-r,e, sets and the possible order types of comple- 
ments of such sets when s 2 cf(a) < ts2p(a). We show that all a-r.e, sets 
which are not a-recursive and whose complements have order type less 
than ts2p(a) are hhsimple. We then show that ts2P(a) is the best possible 
bound for such a theolem. Finally we show that, for some a, the on!y 
hhsimple a-r.e, sets are those e-r.e, sets which are not a-recursive and 
whose complements have order type less than ts2P(a). 
The first few theorems of this section summarize the previously 
known results about hhsimple a-r.e, sets. Such knowledge was available 
only if s3p(a) = to. 
Theorem 4.1. f fs3p(a) = w. then hhsimple a-re. sets exist. 
Proof. By [6, Theorem 5.19] there is a maximal e-r.e, set M. By Theorem 
3,2, .hi is hhsimple. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  saP(tO = w, then there is an hhsimple a-r.e, set with no 
ma.vimal c~-r. e. superset. 
Proof. The resuR was communicated to us by S.B. Cooper. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  a* = w < a, there is an hhsimple a-~:e, set H with 
sup (P) < a. 
Proof. By [ 7, Theorem 4.11, there is a maximal a-r.e, set H such that 
sup (~ = ~ < a. By Theorem 3.2, H is hhsimple. 
Theorem 4.4. I f  sap(e) = ~,  ~ ~< a*, and s2 cf(/3) = s2 cf(a), then there is 
an hhsimple a-r. e. set H such that sup (a~ r) = ~ and ot (Far) =/L 
Proof. By [ 5, Theorem 3. ! 3 l, there is a maximal a-r.e, set H such that 
sup (/1) = ~ and ot (H) = ~. By Theorem 3.2, H is hhsimple. 
Theorem 4.5. l f  t~* = ~ < a and n < co, then there is an hhsimple a-r.e. 
set H such that sup ([T) < a and ot (if) = w + n. 
Proof, By [5, Theorem 3.9], there is a maximal a-r.e, set H such that 
sup (/~3 < a and ot (/i) = o~ + n. By Theorem 3.2, H is hhsimple. 
Since the intersection of finitely many maximal a-r.e, sets is hlasimple, 
it s easy to obtain the following extension of Theorem 4.5. 
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Corollary 4.6, / f t~* = ~ < a and ¢o < [3 < o~ 2. then there is an hhsimple 
a-r. e. set H such that sup (/~) < t~ and ot (/-/) -" [3. 
We now begin our investigation o f  the existence of  hhsimp!e a-r.e, sets 
when s 2 c f (a )  < ts2P(a). 
Theorem 4.7. Assume that s2cf(ct) < ts2p(a). Let [3 < ts2p(a) be given 
and let A be an a-r.e, set sttch that A is not  a-recursive and ot (A)  = [3. 
Then A is hhsimple. 
Proof. Let g • a ~ A be a one-one  a-recursive f lmction enumerating A, 
and letA  ° = g([o)).  For each a < or, let (a~': i < a) be an enumerat ion of  
the elements o f .~ ° in order of  magnitude, and let (a i " i <: [3) be an enu- 
meration o f  the elements o f .4  in order o f  magnitude. 
We define an a-recursive function .t ~ • a X ~ X/3 ~ to as follows: Fix 
o < a,'), < 13, and ~ < 13. 
t O Case 1: I f8  >~3' , le t f (  ,3 , ,8)= 0. 
~, -  a l f  Case 2: I f  5 < % let r be the least ordinal ~, ~< o such that av - av. 
there is no ordinal ~ < r such that a~ = a~, set f ' (a ,  3',/i) = 0. Otherwise, 
let v be the least ~ < r such that a~ = a~. Set f ' (a, ~, 5) = "_f'(v, ~1, 5) + 1. 
Define f : A3 X 13 ~ to by f(x, y )  = hmc,_ J (o, x, y)  for all x < t3 and 
y < 13 such that l imo. . , j ' (o ,  x, y)  is defined, f(x, y)  is undef ined other- 
wise. Order 13 x ~ X to lexicographically. This yields a well-ordering o f  
/3 X 13 X to of  order type w • 132. The graph o f f  can now be considered 
to be a subset o f  co •/32. 
Lemma 4.8. dom (J) = ~3 X 13, and the graph o f f  is a tame S 2 subset o f  
t.O • 132. 
Proof. Since i3< ts2P(a), by  Lemma 2.14, i3 < a*,  so by !,emma 2.4, A 
is a-regular. Let 7 < 13 be given. Since A is a-regular, there is a a < a 
such that a~ ~ a s tbr all .5 ~< % Fix such a o. Then i f(r, v, ~i) = ~v,  6) tbr 
all v ~< % 8 < ~, and r > a. It thus fol lows that f '  generates f as an S 2 
function on aomain 13 × 13. 
Let ~ < co • 132 t~e given. Then/ /= to •/3 •/a + v for some/a < ~ and 
v < to • 13. By Lemma 2.9, s2cf([3) = s2cf (a) which is a limit ordinal. 
Hence it suffices to show that the graph of  f restricted to co - [3 • (/a + 1) 
is 0~-finite as witnessed by f ' .  But this has already been done in the pre- 
ceding paragraph. 
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Lemma 4.9. The graph o f f  is a-finite. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.17, we have three cases, depending on whether  
ts2p(a) = ~, ts2P(~) = s2P(a) < ~, or ts2P(a) = s2p(a ) • s 2 c f (a )  < a. 
Case 1 : ts2p(a) = e. By hypothesis,  Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.12, 
co ~< s2c f (a )  ~< 3 < ts2p(a) = a. Hence w • /32 < a = ts2p(a). Hence by  
Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 2.18, the graph o f f  is a-finite, 
Case 2: ts2p(a) = s2P(a) < a, Note that s2P(a) is an e-cardinal. As in 
Case 1, co ~< s2cf (a )  ~/3  < ts2p(ot), so co • ~2 < s2P(a) = ts2P(C~) since 
s2p(t~) is all a-cardinal. Hence by Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 2.18, the graph 
o f f  is a-finite, 
Case 3: ts, p(a) = s2p(a) • s2c f (a  ) < t~. Note that s2p(a) is an a-cardinal 
and that s2c f (a )  ~ s~ cf(s2p(~)).  
Let/3 = s~p(a) ,  la + v with 0 ~< ta < s2cf (a)  and 0 ~< v < s2p(a), kf 
= 0, 1.he:: since s2 cf(e~) = s2cf(~) by Lemma 2.15, and s2cf(/3)~< ta, 
s 2 c f (a )  <~ ta < s 2 c f (a) ,  a contradict ion. Hence ~ 4: 0. Thus .4 has a final 
segmem of  order type v < s2P(a). So there is a ~ < a such that 
ot (,-4 ¢3 [~)) = s2p(a ) • ta and ot (A c3 [~, a)) = v. We show that the graph 
of  f is ~-finite by slat;wing separately for each y ~ ([s2p(a) • /a) x [/3), 
[s2p(~) •/a,/3) X [s2p(,v) •/s,~), [s2p(a) •/~.13) X [szp(~) • ta)) that the 
graph of  f ly is a- f in i te  
If3' = [s2p(a) • /a) × [t3), then by Lemma 4.8 and (2.27, the graph of  
f ly is a-finite. 
t fy  = [s2P(cO • /a,t3) X [s2p(a) • /~,t3), then by Lemma 4.8, the graph 
of  f ly is a tame S 2 subset o f  co • v:. If the graph of f ly  is not a-finite, 
then by Lemma 2.18, co • v • v >I ts2P(a). Since A is a -unbounded,  v 
must be a limit ord ina l  so u ~ co. Since v < s2P(a), and since s2P(a) is 
an a-cardinal go • v 2 < s2P(a) < ts2p(a), a contradict ion. Hence again, 
the graph of)qy is a-finite. 
Finally, let 3' = [s2P(a) " ~t,/3) × [s2P(a) • ta). By Lemma 2.4 and 
Lemma 2.14, A is ,,-regular. Hence there is a o < a such that A n [~) = 
A ° c~ [~). Fix such a o. Then for all r ~ o and 8 < s2P(a) • ta, a~ = a~. 
Thus to calculate f (%5)  for s2p(a) •/s ~< 3' </3 and 0 ~< 8 < s2P',a) . /a, 
x If no suchk  find the least ordin;fl k ~ o, if any, such that a~ = a~ = a. r. 
exists, f(3,,8) = 0. l f k  exists, f('),,6) =f (k ,%8)  + 1. Since ts2P(O~) < a, 
this can be done a-finitely for all ,,/and 6 such that (~,,8) E y. Thus the 
graph o f f ty  is e-f inite in this case also. This completes the proof  of  the 
lemma. D 
Lemma 4.10. Let  x = a v and let o be the least ~ such that x = a~. Let  
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be the least ~ such that x = a~ for some ta < ~. Then for all r E IX, o), 
letting ~ be the unique ~ such that x = d e there is a v ~ [7, 5) such that 
f'(r, 8, ,a) ~ f(6, v). (Note that, by the definition o f  ~ f'(r, 7, ~) =/[%8)  
for all r >1 o and 5 < [3.) 
Proof. Let r ~ [~,, a) be given, and le t ~ be the unique ~ such that x = a~. 
Then 6 > 3'. Let 0 be the least ~ such that a~ = a , ,  and let v be the unique 
such that x = a~. Since x = a, r v ~ 3". Since a~ = X 4= a s = a~, 0 > r. 
Since a~ = a~ =~ a7 = x = a~, v </ i .  Since a~ = a~, f(& v) = f~(p, ~, v). More- 
over, if rl is the least ~ ~< r such that x = a~, ~hen f ' ( r ,&  v) = f ' (~, 6, v), 
and a~ = x = a~. By the definition o f f ' ,  f '(0, 6, v) = f~(7/, 6, v) ÷ 1, so 
f'(r,8, v) =/'(~,& v) 4= f'(p,8, v) =/l& v), 
completing the proof  of  the lemma. I:l 
Lemma 4.11. Let B be an a-r.e, superset o f  A. Then 
C = {3' < ~: (3x)(x = %, x ~ B-)} 
is a-finite. 
Proof. Note that ot (B) ~< fl < ts2p(a), so by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 
2.14, B is a-regular and A is a-regular. Let x < a be given. Fix o < a 
such that 
~° n ix)= ~n [x), .~°n Ix )=~ n Ix). 
Then for all 3' </~ such that a. t < x, 
3' e c ,=,  (~y)(r' = a,~, y e/~°). 
Thus C is a tame S 2 subset of ft. Since/3 < tszp(~) by Lemma 2.18 C is 
a-finite. 
Lemma 4.12. For any a-r.e, set B such that A c B. A to ]J is a-r.e. 
Proof. We construct an o~-r.e, set D such that B c_. D and (B - A) n D = 
0. This clearly :uffices since A to ~ = A to D. 
o for some 3' < Let C be as in Lemma 4.1 1. Place x ~ D a if x = a. r
such that 3, ~ C and f '(o, v,5) =f(v,~) for all 8 </~ and v < 3'. By Lemma 
4.9 and Lemma 4.1 1, D = tj (D°: o < a} is an a-r.e, set. 
Assume that a~, = x ~ B, Then 3" ~ 6". Let o be the least ~ such that 
a~ = a t for all v < 7. By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.14, A is a-regular, so 
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o exists, By the definition o f j  ", i f (o,  v,5) =f(v, 8) for all 5 <:/3 and v < 3"; 
hence x E D ~ c D. Thus/~ c D. 
Let x E B - A. Then x ~ A, so x = a~ for some 3' < 13. Fix such a 3,. 
" (so x 6 D 7 since Since x ~/?,  3' ~ C. Hence for all ," < a, either x = a~ 
= _ r for some 6 SUCh 3' 6 C), or x a~ for some ~5 ~ 13 (so x 6 D' ), or x - a a 
that 3' < 8 < ft. In the latter case, by Lemma 4.10, there is a v such that 
3' < v < ~ and f ( r ,  6, v) ~ f(6, v), so x ¢ D r. Thus x ~ D, so (B - A) o D = 
0. This completes the proof of  the lemma. [] 
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 2, it follows that A is hhsimple. This 
completes the proof of  Theorem 4.7. [] 
Corollary 4.13. Let A be an hhsimple a-r.e, set such that ot (.4) = ~ < 
ts2p(a). Then tke lattice of  a-r.e, supersets of  A is isomorphic to the 
lattice of  a-l~nite subsets o f  ~. 
Proof. Let ~a. r : 7 < ~} be an enumeration of  the elements of  A in order 
of magnitude. Define g : 13 -~ A by g(3') = a~. Then g induces a map 
~, • (F: F i s  an a-finite subset of~} ~ (B: B is an a-r.e, superset of A) 
defined by g(C) = A u {a~" 3' ~ 63. 
The range of  g is as advertised. For if C is a-finite, let f and f '  be as 
in Theorem 4.7. Then the proof of  Lemma 4.12 constructs an a-r.e, set 
D such that A u D = A w (a,: 3' ~ 63, so A o {av: 3' ~ 63 is an a-r.e, set. 
g, is clearly one-one.  To complete the proof of  the corollary, we 
must show that g is onto. Let B be an a-r.e, superset o fA.  Let C B = 
{3' < ~3: a. r ~ B). Then C B = [2) - Cg = (3' < 13: a~ ~ B-). By Lemma 4.1 1, 
Cg is a-finite. Since [f3) is a-finite, C B is a-finite. But 
g(Cs)=A U (a,r: 3'~ CB} =A u {a,r: a .~B)  
=A o (B - -A)=B 
since A c B. 
The following corollary strengthens Theorem 4.7. 
Corollary 4.14. Let A be an a-r.e, set which is not a-recursive, and let 
s2cf(a) < ts2P(a). Assume that A has no proper initial segment B such 
that ot (B) = a* and that A has a proper final segment C such that 
ot (C) < ts2p(a ). Then A is hhsimple. 
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Proof. Let x be an ordinal such that ot (.4 n [x,a)) < tszp(a). By hypo- 
thesis, ot (.~ n Ix)) < a*. Let H = A o Ix). By Theorem 4.7, H is hhsimple 
Let B be any a-r.e, superset of  A. Then 
A u B = (A u (B n [x))) u (A u (~g n [x, ~))). 
By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that both A u (B n [x)) ~md 
A u (B n Ix, a)) are a-r.e, sets. 
A u (B n [x)) = A u (,4 n B n [x)) since B c__ .~. Since A. B and [x, a) 
are -all ~-r.e. sets and A n ~ n [x) = (A u B u [x, t~))-, A n ~ n Ix) is 
the complement of an a-r.e, set. ot (,4 n ~ n Ix)) ~< ot (A n Ix)) < e*. 
By Lemma 2.2,4 n B A [x) is a-finite. So A o (Jq n Ix)) = 
A u (.~ n B n [x)) is an a-r.e, set. 
A u (~ n [x, ,~)) = (H u B) - (,4 n [x)), J7 u B is a-r.e, since H is hh- 
simple. A n [x) = A u [x, a) is the complement of  an a-r.e, set and by 
hypothesis, ot (An  [x)) < o~*. By Lemma 2.2, .4 n [x) is a-finite. Hence 
A u (B n [x,a)) is an a-finite set. 13 
Our next theorem shows that in Theorem 4.7, ts2p(a} is the best 
possible bound. 
Theorem 4.1 5. For all admissible ordinals a, there exists an a-r. e. set A 
which is not a-recursive such that ot (.A-) = tszp(a) and A is not hhsimple. 
Proof. Assume first that ts2p(a ) = a. Let A be an a-r.e, set such that 
ot (A) = ot (A) = a. Let B be an a-r.e, subset of A such that/ ;  is not 
a-recursive. Then ot (B)= ~ = ts2P(a ). Let (ai: i < ~) be an enumera- 
tion of the elements of.71 in order of magnitude, and for each i < ~, let 
T i = {ai). By Lemma 2.14, a* = o~, so by Theorem 3.4, B is not hhsimple. 
Next assume that ts~p(a) < a. Let f :  ts2P(a) --, a be a tame S 2 pro- 
jection, and let f ' :  o~ × ts2p(a)-~ a be an o~-recursive function generat- 
ingfas  a tame S 2 function. Define g' • a X ts2P(a'~ a by g'~o, .~') is the 
least r ~< o such that for all O and y, if r ~< O ~< o and 0 <~ y ~; x, t!len 
' O f '  f'(o, Y) = f ( , )'~ Since generates f as a tame S 2 function, g' generates 
an S 2 function g ts2P(a ) ~ ~. Since ts2p(a)< o~ and f i sa  projection, 
f cannot be a-fink e. Hence g is a cofinality |~nction. 
We define an a-r.e, set A and an a-recursive sequence of a-r.e, sets 
{C i : i < ts2p(a)} as follows: 
Stage o: Perform a subinduction on {'r : 3' ~< ts2P(a)}. 
Substage 3': 3' < ts2p(ot ). ifg'(o,3') = limr_,ag'(r,3') , let 
A~ (U{Ar : r<o})u(U{A~ ~<3'})- 
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If g'(o,~/) ~: l imr.,og'(r, 7). let x be the lea.~t y such that 
y ~ ((U{C~" 8 < ts2P(tX), r < o}) u (U{C~: 6 < "),})). 
Set C~. = (U{C.~: r < o)) L, {x} and set 
A ° ~ = ((U{A~: r < a})u (U{A~: ~ < ~}~ u (U{~:  r < o}))~ 
Substage ",/: "t = ts2P~t~). Set A ° = U(A,~ : ~, < ts~p(tx)}. 
This completes the construction. Let A = U {Ao-: e < a} and for each 
i < ts2p(a), let C i = U{C/~: e < o:}. Then A is ~-r.e.. as is C i for every 
i<  ts2p(t~). 
By Lemma 2,17, ts2P(a) = s2P(t~) • ~/for some 3, such that s~p(a) • ~/<a. 
Fix such a ~/. It is easy to see that C i (replacing Ti) satisfies (4), (5) and (6) 
ol Theorem 3.6. 
qy the definition ofg ' ,  for each i < ts2P(tz), C~ 03 = C i and there is a 
unioue x( i )E  C~ tz) - U{C/:  r < g(i)}. By,the definition of 4, since 
g'(r, i) =g(i) for "all r >I g(i) and i < ts2P(et), x(i) E .4, so (7) is satisfied 
for C i (replacing Ti) and A (replacing H). Then v(i) in (8) is such that 
v(i) = g(i) so (8) follows since g is a cofinality function. Finally, by the 
definition of g' and the ordering of substages in the construction of A, 
(9) is satisfied for g (replacing v). Hence by Theorem 3.6, A is not hh- 
simple. 
Since ts2P(tX) < a and g is a cofinality function, {o: g'(o, i) 4= limr_.og'(r, i) 
for some i < ts2p(a)} must have order type a, else g would be a-recursive. 
Hence 
o for some ')' < ts2P(tX), o < ~} = [tx). {x: x E A~ 
Thus by the construction of A, .4 = {x(i): i < ts2p(a)}. Furthermore, 
since {g(i): i < ts2P(t~)} satisfies (9), {x(i): i < ts2P(~)} is an enumera- 
tion of A in order of magnitude. Hence ot (A) = ts2p(a). Also sup (A) = a 
else g would not be a cofinality function. Hence by the admissibility of o~, 
.4 is not t~-recursive. Hence A is not a-recursive. E
For certain admissible ordinals, a result stronger than Theorem 4.15 
can be obtained: for such ordinals, every hhsimple set H has the property 
that some proper final segalent of i-i has order type less than ts2p(o0. 
Such results are corollaries; of Theorem 4.16 and Theorem 4.23 below. 
Part of the technique used to prove these theorems appears in [8, p. 298, 
Section 21 in a very primitive form. 
Theorem 4.16. Let  H be an ~-r.e. set which is not  ~-recursive. Assume 
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that s 2 cf(a) < szp(a) = ts2p(t~). Assume also that H is a-regular a~d 
ot (/~ ~ [~, a)) ~ ts2P(a),for all [3 < a. Then H is not hhsimple. 
Proof. Let h: a -~ tx be a one-one  tx-recursive function enumerating H,
and let H a = h([o)). By Lemma 2.16, there are tame S 2 cofinality func- 
tions f : s 2 cf(a) -~ ts2P(tX) and g: s 2 cf (a)  --> a, and ,,-recursive functions 
f ' :  a X szcf(tx)-~ ts2p(a)and g': ¢t X s~ cf(t~)-* t~ generat ingfand g 
respectively as tame S 2 functions uch that f and g are nondecreasing as
is hog'(o, x) for eac~ x < s2cf(a). Furthermore, for all y < x and r ~ o, 
(4.1) ifg'(o,x) = g(x), theng  (r,y) =gO') and f ' ( r ,y)  =f(y), 
We construct an a-recursive sequence {G~: } < s 2 cf (~)) of  a-finite 
sets as follows: Assume that G~ has been defined for all r < o and 
< s2cf(a). Ifg'(o, ~) = limr_~og'(r, }) for all/j < szcf(a),  let G~ = 
U{G~: r < o} for all ~ < s2cf(a). Otherwise, let h be the least ~ < s2cf(a) 
such that g'(o, ~)-~ lirnr..ag'(z, ~). Set G~ = U{G~: r < o) for all ~ < s2cf(~) 
such thai ~ 4= h. Let x be the least y such that y ~ U{G~" ~" < o, ~ < s2cf(t~)} 
Set 
o / (U{G~:r<o})u{x} i fx<g'(o,}), 
Gx = , U ( G~: ~" < o} otherwise 
(note that x < a). 
For all ~ < s2cf(a), let G~ = U(G~: o < ct}. Then {G~: ~ < s2cf(t~)} is 
an a-recursive sequence of tx-r.e, sets. 
Lemma 4.17. The sequence {G~" } < s 2 cf(ct)} satisres: 
(4.2) U{Gx:h<~}is~-finite, forall~<s2cf(~), 
(4.3) Gt is t~-finite, for all ~ < s 2 cf(tx), 
(4.4) i f}<,'~<s2cf(a)thenG~nG~ =q~,forall~andh , 
(4.5) there isa~< s2cf(a) such thatx~ G~,ybrallx < ~. 
Proof. Since j '  generates g as a tame S 2 function, given ~ < s 2 cf(t~), 
there is a o < a such that g'(r, h) = g'(o, h) for all ~. < ~ and r ~ o. Fixing 
such a o, G~ = Gx for all r ~ o and h < ~, so (4~2) and (4.3) are true. 
(4.4) is immediate from the definition of  G~. 
By definition of G~, U(G~: ~ < s2cf(a)} is an initial se~:xaent of  [a). 
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If U{G~: ~ < s2cf(e)} = h')  lor some 7 < o~, then for each-, < 3', defin- 
ing o(x) to be the least a such that x ~ G~ Ibr some ~ < sacf(oO, we see 
that o: 3' -~ cx is an a-recursive function. By the admissibility of  ~, o([3')) 
is o~-bounded. For any 5 ;~ sup (o([7))), if r ~>/5 m-d ~ < s 2 cf(~), then 
g'(r, ~) = g'(& ~) = g(~), so g is an a-recursive cofinality function, contra- 
dicting the admissibility of  a. (4.5) now follows fr nn this contradiction. [] 
We next define an u-recursive function k': a X s2 cf(a)  --" s 2 cf(a)  as 
follows: Assume that k'(r, X) has been defined for all 7" and X such that 
either r < o and ;k< s2cf(a), or',-= o and k< ~< s2cf(a). Let k'(o,~) 
be the least 6 < s2cf(a) such that 6 >i sup ({k'(o. v): v > ~)), 6 < 0 and 
- -  ,p  
card (G~ n H '~ n lg'(o,~),o)) > card ( l / (o ,  ~))), 
if such a 5 exists, and let k'(a, ~) = O, otherwise. 
Lemma 4.18. Let v < s 2 cf(~) and ~ < s 2 cf(a)  be given. Then there is a 
Asuch that v ~< k < s2cf(a) and card (G x n H n [g(5), o~)) > card ([f(5))). 
Proof. Without loss of  generality, we can assume that v/> 8. Since f and 
g are nondecreasing functions, it suffices to show that for some ;k such 
that v-<. X < s2cf(a), card (G n n i i  n [g(v),a)) > card (D(v))). (Note 
that G n n/ /n  [g(v), ~) is a-finite since H is on-regular and G x is cx-finite.) 
Assume, for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that no such ), exists. 
For all ;k such that v ~< X < s2 cf(a), well-order G x n Hn  [g(v),a) by 
choosing the least oneo-<me a-finite ftmction Pn' Gn n jq n [g(v),oO -* 
card (J~[v))), and defining x <n Y (for x and 3' in G x -~ H n [g(v), a ) ) i f  
and only if On(x) < Pnfy). By (4.1), (4.5) and the definition of 
{G~: ~< s2cf(a)}, for some 7/such that g(v) ~< "0 < o~, It/, a) n ~qc_ 
U{G n n Rn  [g(v),a): v.<< X< s2cf(~)]. 
Assume tilat 
v< bt ~< ~ < s2cf(a), XE n FTn [g(v),a), 
y~ G~ n ; tn  k¢(v),~L 
We say that x <' y if and only ifta < ~ or/a = ~ and x <~, y. By (4.4), <' 
is well defined. By (4.2) and (4.4), <' is a tame S 2 well-ordering of 
[77, a) n / ]  of order type < card ([f(v))) • s 2 cf(a). Since both card ([f(v))) 
and s 2 cf (0t) are less than ts2p(a), and ts2P(a) = a or ts2P(a) = s2P(a) 
which is an a-cardina: (if s2p(a) < a), card ([f(v))) • s 2 cf(a)  < ts2P(et). 
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So <'  is a tame S 2 well-ordering of  [t/, at  n g of  order type < t s2p(e). 
Thus 
q: [r/,a) n /7 -*  card (If(v))) • s2cf(,0 
which enumerates [rl, a) n /~ in the order specified by <'  is a tame S 2 
function. Since H is u-regular and ot ([rt, a) n ~ ) ts2p(a), there is a 
one-one tame S 2 function r: ts2p0x) -* [7/, ~) n H enumerating the first 
ts2p(oO many elements of  [r/, o0 n H i_n order of  magnitude. By Lemma 
2.7, 
q o r: ts~p(a)-* card (If(v))) • s2cf(a) 
is a one-one  tame S 2 function onto an initial segment of  card (If(v))) 
s2cf(a); call this initial segment X. Let X: ts2p(~) -* a be a tame S 2 pro- 
jection. Then by Lemma 2.7, X ° (q ° r) -  I. X -~ tx is a tame S 2 projection. 
But X is an u-finite set of  order type < ts2P(a). This contradiction com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma 4.19. For all ~ < s2 cf(~), limo.,~k'(o, a) exL~ts. 
Proof. Fix 6 < s2cf(a) and assume by induction that the lemma is true 
for all ~ < 6. For all ~ < ~5, let o(~) 1-0e the least o such that for all r ;~ o, 
k'(r, x) = k'(o, x). Then o: 6 -* a is ;m S 2 function, so since *. < s 2 cf(a),  
sup (o([8))) < a. 
By (4.1), there is a e ) sup (o([/i))) such that for all r ~ o and ~ ~< 6, 
' I "  f (  , ~) =y(~) and g'(r,~) = g(~). Fix such a o. 
By Lemma 4.18, there is a X > 0 such that X ~ sup({k'(o, v): v < 5}) 
and card (G x n / /n  [g(~),~)) > card (iY(/t))). Fix the least such X. (Note 
that s2cf(a) is always a regular e-cardinal, so sup ((k'(o, v): v < 8})< 
s2cf(cx).) Since H is u-regular, by (4.1) and (4.37, there is a stage o I ) o 
such that for all r >t o 1 , 
, 
card (G x n Hn  [g(/i),~x)) = card (G~, n ~ n [g(r, )+,c~)), 
card ([ f ' (r ,  5))) = card (If(5))). 
Hence for all r ~ o t, k'(r,6) < X. 
By (4.1), (4.3), and the e-regularity of  H, for each ~ such that 
sup ({k'(o I , u): v < 6}) ~< ~ < X, there is a least stage rOD ;~ ot such that 
for all r ;~ r(~), card (G~ n / I  r n [g(6), a)) < card (If(8))), Ft rthermore, 
r is an S 2 function on its domain, dom (r) is a-finite, and ot ~,4om (r)) < 
s2cf(a), By the definition of  s2cf(a), there is a 0 2 ;~ o I , such that for all 
p ~ 0 2, k'(p,6) ~ k. Hence l imo~,  k'(o, 6) = ~,. 13 
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By Lemma 4.19, k: s~ cf (o.,) ~ s~ cf(~) defined by k(x) : lim~,_.,ak'(o,x) 
is weU-defined, k is tame by Lemma 2.10. 
Lemma 4.20. k(~) = X if and onO, i fX is the least v >t sup {k(bt): # <~} 
s~tch that card (G x c~ H n [gi~), a)) > card ([f(~j))). 
Proof. Immediate by choice of  X in the proof of Lemma 4.12. [] 
l .emma 4.21, k is 3n a-finite function. 
Proofl Since k is tame, the graph of k is a tame S 2 subset of 
s 2 cf(o~) - s 2 cf(a)  < ts~p(a.). Lemma 2.18 now yields the result. 
We now define an a-recursive sequence of e-r,e, sets {T~ : ~ < ts2p(a)}. 
This sequence will be used to show that H is not hhsimple. 
Assume that T~ has been defined for all/j < tszp(a) and r < o. For 
each ~ < ts2P(~), let X(o, ~) be the least X such that f'(o, X) > ~, if such a 
X exists, and undefined otherwise. Let ~(o) be the least ~ < ts2p(a) such 
that k(o,~) is defined and 
(U{T~: r < o))C~ i[  ° O [g'(o, X(o, ~) ) ,~) :  q~ 
if such a ~ exists, and undefined otherwise. Let T~' = U{T~: r < o} for all 
v < ts2P(a) (where v 4: ~(o)). Find the least x <~ o such that 
x ~ a~x~o.~)  n f i  o n [g'to, X(o. O),o), 
x q~ U(T;: v < ts2p(a), r < o} 
if sucli an x exists. If x exists, set T°~(o) = (D {T~o): r < o}) u {x}, and if 
O . -  x does not exist, set T~(o) U {T~a~: r < o}. For all v < ts2P(~), let 
T~ = U {T,,a: o < a}. 
[.emma 4.22. For all X < s2cf(a) , there is a o(X) < a such that for all 
r ~ o(X), if~(r) is defined, then ~(r) ~ f(k). 
ProoL We proceed by induction on X. Assume that the lemma is true 
for all u < X. For all g < X, let o(v) be the least o such that for all r t> o, 
if ~(r) is def'med, thee. ~(r) ~ f(u). Then o: k-* a is an S 2 function, so 
since X < s2cf(a), sup ([o(k))) < a. Let 01 = maximum (sup ([o(k))), g(k)) 
By (4.1), (4.3), Lemma 4.21 and the a-regularity of  H, there is a o 2 >t o 1 
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such that for all r ;~ t~ 2, 
t,k(x) n H r n [g ( r ,~ , r )  = Gk(x) N/~r~ [g(X), c~), 
so the latter is a-finite. Let T = {r t> o z" ~(r) is defined and/~(r) < f(~,)}, 
Then T is an a-recursive set. If ot (T) < a, the lemma is immediate. So 
assume that ot (T) = a for the sake of  obtaining a contradiction. 
Let S c T be defined by r ~ S iff r ~ T T~(r) ~ L1 (Tuft) : 7/< r). Then - . • ~ . 
S is also a-recursave. Let {ri: i </3} be an enumeratmn of the elements of  
S in order of  magnitude. Let 
U=(x:  X ~ Gk(x) n no  [g(X),a),x ~ U{T2: 1: <][;k), r? < o2}} , 
and let (xi: i < 3,} be an enumeration of the elements of  U in order of 
magnitude. By the construction of{Ti: i < ts2p(a)}, xi ~ Tr],r.,, so ~ = 3'. 
U is a difference of a-finite sets, so U is a-finite; hence by t l~ Z~revious 
sentence, S is a-finite. Since T is not a-finite, there is a r ~ T - S such 
that r > sup (S). Fix any such r such that ~(r) = inf ({~(rt): rt ~ T, ~7 >~ 7")). 
Then for all r />/r ,  ~(r/) = ~(r) (otherwise ~ ~ S). Since r >/o 2, 
Gk(x) n HA [g(X),a) c__ (T~: r /< r, v< s2cf(a)) 
(otherwise T~O. ) 4: T~(r+) 1 for some p ~ r). By the construction of  
(Ti: i < ts2P(~)), G~:(x ) n H n [g(X), a) c_ LI{ T~: v < i[X)}, and i fx  ~ y 
are such that x ~ Gk(x) n H n [g(X), a) n T~ and y ~ Gk~x) n Hn  [g(?O,a) 
n ~,  then/a 4; ~,. Hence card (Gk(a) N H n [g(h),a)) < card ([](h))). 
This contradiction completes the proof of  the lemma. D 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.16. Recall that ts2P(a) = 
s2P(a). {T i : i < ts2P(a)) clearly satisfies (4), (5) and (6) of  Theorem 3.6. 
Let i < ts2P(a) be given. Choose ~,< s2cf(a) such thats'(M > i. Since g' 
gonerates g as an S 2 function, there is a o such that for all r ~, a, 
g'(o, ~) = g(k). By (4.1), f ' (a ,  ~) = f(~,) for all r ~ a. By Lemma 4 . . . .  
~kere is a o I ~ a such that for all r ;~ o l,/j(t) ~ f(k). By definition of  
~(r), for all r ~ o 1, 1".[= T i and there is a unique x(i) ~ T[such that 
x(i) ~ H n [g(~.), a). We must conclude that x(i) ~ T i by tlle definition 
of(Tf: i < ts2p(a)}. Hence (7) is satisfied. Furthermore, since 
x(i) ~ H n [g(k), a), if v(i) is the least p such that x(i) ~ T~ ~i)  ~ g(X). 
Since g is a cofinality function, (8) is satisfied. But since g is nonde-  
c reas ing ,  v(j) ) g(~) for all ] such that i < ] < ts2p(a). Hence ( 11 ) is 
satisfied. By Corollary 3.8, H is not hhsimpie. O 
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Our next theorem i~ similar to Theorem 4.16, with a similar, but 
easier, proof. The reader who fully understands the proof of Theorem 
4.16 should have no trouble following our rather sketchy proof of 
Theorem 4.23. 
Theorem 4.23. Let H be an a-r. e. set which is not a-recursive. Assume 
that sup (H) < a and thct a* is a singzdar a-cardinal. Then H is  not hh- 
simple. 
Proof, By Theorem 3.3 and since a* is a singular a-cardinal (hence a* < t~), 
we can assume that sup (H) = ~* and cf (a*) < a*. Let h be a one-one  
a-recursive function enumerating H n [a*), and let H ° = t1([o)). Let 
f: cf (a*) -~ a* be a strictly increasing a-finite cofinality function. For 
< cf(a*) ,  let G~ = [sup ((/Iv): v < ~}),,f(O)- 
We define an a-recursive function k" a X cf(a*) -~ cf(a*)  as follows: 
Assume that k'(r,X) has been defined for all r and X such that either 
r < o and X < cf(t~*), or r = o and k < ~ < cf(a*). Let k'(a, ~) be the 
least 6 < s2cf(o~) such that 8 > 0, 8 > sup ((k'(o,v): v < ~}), and 
card (G 8 n H a) > card ([f(~))). Note that k' is an a-finite function, and 
Xok'(o, x) is nondecreasing on its domain, for all x < cf(a*).  
The analogue of Lemma 4.18 can now be proved; replace s2 cf(a)  with 
cf(a*)  and eliminate [g(8), a). The proof is similar. For all k such that 
v < k < cf(a*), there is a stage g(k) such that card (G x c~ Hg (x)) 
card ([.t(X))). Furthermore, g is an 0~-finite function, since cf(a*)/> 
and ot (H c~ [f(v),a*)) = a* by Lemma 2.3. Hence at stage o = 
sup ({g(X): v ~< X < cf (a*)}), 0t.* is in one-one  t~-recursive correspond- 
ence with card ([f(k))) • cf(o~*) < a*, yet a* is an a-cardinal. 
• t Thus for some 8 ~< cf(a*),  hma~ak (o,x) exists for all x < 6. Further- 
. t more, if 6 - least X < cf(a*)  such that hmo.,,,k (~, k) does not exist if 
such a X exists, and 8 = cf (o~*) otherwise, then k: ~ -~- cf(a*)  defined by 
k(x) = l imo,~k' (o ,x)  is an S 2 cofinality function. Furthermore, since 
Xok'(o,x) is nondecreasing for each x < ~, and c f (a* )< a*, k i; an o~- 
finite function by Lemma 2.11. 
{T~: ~ < a*} is now defined by analogy to the definition following 
Lenuna 4.21, and is used with Theorem 3.4 to contradict the hhsimplic- 
ity of H. El 
Corollary 4.24. Assume that s 2 cf(a)  < s2p(a) = ts2P(a) and that either 
a* = a or cf(a*)  < a s. Then there are no hhsimple sets H such that 
every final segment of  f i  has order type greater than or equal to ts2P(a). 
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Proof. Let H be an o -r.e. set which is not a-recursive. Let 7 be the least 
ordinal such that H s 3'-regular. If 3' < a, then by Theorem 4.23, H Js not 
hhs,.'mple. If 3" = a, t hen by Theorem 4.16, H is not hhsimple. 12 
Corollary 4.25. Assume that s 2 cf(a)  < s2p(a) = ts2p(a) and that either 
a* = a or cf(a*') < ,~*. Then H is an hhsimple ~-r.e. set i f  and only i f  H 
has no proper initia~ segment 01"order O'pe greater than or equal to a*. 
and H k ~s a proper t~nal segment o f  order OTe less than ts~p(a). 
Proof. By Corollar~ 4.14, if H has no proper initial segment of  order 
type greater than or equal to a*, and H has a fina~ segment of  order 
type less than ts2p(a), then H is hhsimple. The converse follows from 
Corollary 4.24 once we show that H has no proper initial segment of 
order type a*. Assume for the sake of  obtaining a contradiction, that 
H has a proper initial segment of order type a*. Then a* < a, so by 
Theorem 4.23, either H is not hhsimple, or H is a-regular. But if H is 
a-regular, H is not hhsimple by Corollary. 3.5.1:3 
~L Corollary 4.26. Let H be an ,~-r.e. set which is not S~-recursive. Then 
His hhsimple i f  and only (f  c, t (H) < ~o). 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 4.25. [] 
5. s 2 cf(a)  = ts2P(a) 
In this section, we will rule out the existence of  hhsi;nple a-r.e, sets 
for many admissible ordinals ~. 
There are three parts to the section. First, we will construct an a-re- 
cursive sequence of a-r.e, sets (Ci: i < 6o) and prove some facts about 
this sequence. We next use this part to rule out the existence o f  hh- 
simple a-r.e, sets whose complements are a-bounded, for some admis- 
sible ordin~!s', a. Finally, w~  r~le out the existence of  hhsimple a-r.e. 
sets whose complements ~lre c~-unbounded, for some admissible ordinals 
a. 
Let H be an hhsimple a-r.e, set. Let 7 = sup (/t)  and let t3 = ot (//). Let 
fbe  a one-one a-recursive function enumerating H, and let H ° ~- 
f ( [e))  u [7,~). Let (h~: i < 5(o)} be an enumeration of the elements of  
H a in order of magnitude, ~d let (hi: i < ~} be an enumeration of  the 
elements of  H in order of magnitude. 
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We construct an t~-recursive sequence ofa-r.e, sets {Ci: i < ~} as fol- 
lows: 
Stage, 0: Let (.~ = [~') and let C ° = 0 for all i such that 0 < i < co. 
Stage o > 0: We proceed by substages, {k: 0 ~ X ~< o}. 
Subs,age X< o: l fX~ Ha, let C[ ''x = (O{C/r: r<  a}) u (O{Cf'~ : 5<k})  
for ',dl i < co. Otherwise, for each r such that X < r <~ o, there is a unique 
, 8 then ](r,X) such that X = h}r,x r Note that if r < 8 and X = hj(r,x~ = hj(~,x/, 
](15,X) ~ ](r.X). Since there can be no infinite descending sequence of 
ordinals, J = ~'(r, X): X < r ~< o "~ nmst be finite. Let i = card (J). Let 
~C .~'°" (U{@' : r<o})u fU~w :,rC.~ 8<X})u{X}, fo r /< i ,  
(U(CT: r < o})u (I.1~ w . 5 < X}), fo r ] ) / .  
Substage X = o: For all i < to, let C/° = U{CT'X: X < ~}. 
This completes the construction. We let C i = U{C~: o < a} for all 
i < w. Note that (C F i < ~o) is an e-recursive sequence of,,-r.e, sets. 
Furthermore. 
(5.1, C O = [3') and for all i > 0, x ~ G 
card (U: (~o) (x  = h~, x < o < a)}) > i • 
(5.2~ for ,all x < 3', {i: x e C/} is finite (otherwise {/'(r,x): r < ~} 
would be an iEfinite descending sequence of ordinals). 
Lemma 5. I. Assume that 7 < a. Then ybr all i < 09, there is a o(i) < a 
such that C i n ~ = C~ °la~ N [i." 
Proof. Tile proof is similar to that of [9, Theorem 2]. Since Ci is a-r.e. 
and H is hhsimple, by Theorem 3.1, both H u C i and H u C i are a-r.e. 
sets. Hence there is an a-recursive set R i such that C~. c_ H u R i and 
R t n ~. c H. Thus C i N 17 = R i n 17. For each x ~ R io  [3`) let hi(x) be 
the least tr such that x E H or x ~ C i. Since R i n C.i c__ H, h i is defined 
on aI1 ofR  i n [3`). Since 3, < e and R i n [',/) is a-recursive, hi(R i) is a- 
bounded. Let o(i) = sup (t,~i(Ri)). Clearly C/°(0 n B c__ C i n H. Let 
x ~ C i n i1. Then x ~ 1~ i, ~o h~(.~:) < o(i). Since x E 17, x q~ H °(0, hence 
x E C °(i) by the definitior of  hi,x).  This completes the proof of the 
lemma. El 
Lemma 5,2, Assume that 7 < a. Define o: w -~ ~ by a(i) is the least r 
such that C i n 17 = C r n Jt  (note that a is well defined by Lemma 5.1 ). 
Then a is an S 3 filnetion. 
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Proof. Define g': a X a X 60 ~ ~ by g'(~,r ,  i) = 0 if r < h; and g'(X,r, i) = 
the least 8 < ksuch that C x - C/6 c H r, i f~,< r. Since hrg'( 5, r, i) is non- 
increasing for all 8 < a and i < 60, and since there is no infinite descend- 
ing sequence of ordinals, lim~_,,,g'(X, r  i) exists for all ), < a and i < ~.  
If ~, I> o(i), by the definition o f  o(i), C~ - C~ i) cH ,  so since Ci x - Ci ~i~ 
is a-finite, Cp - Ci ai) c__ H ~ for some r < a. Hence if ~ ~, o(i), 
limr~,~g'(X,r, i) < o(i). But if ?~ i> o(i) and limr_ag'(~,r, i) = v, then 
C/x - C/~ q H; and since 
. - c :  c c 
v >i o(0 
by the definition of o(i). Hence o( i )= l ima,  a l imr.,~g'(X,r, i), so o is an 
S 3 function. [] 
Lemma 5.3. Assume that ~[ < a. 17zen there is no a-recursive relation 
R c ~l × 6o such that fo r  all i < co and x ~ t-], x E C i i f f  (x. i) ~ R. 
Proof. Assume for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that R is such 
an a-recursive relation. For each x < '),, find the least i < co such that 
(x, i) ~ R. By (5.2), such an i exists, and since R is a-recursive, i can be 
found a-recursively. By (5.1), i > 0. l f x  ~/7 ,  then x ~ C i_ l, hence 
there is a least o such that x ~ C i_ 1 orx  ~ H°:  and ii x E H then there 
is a least o such thatx  E C/a_] o rx  ~ H a. Fix this o. I fx  ~/ f ' ,  do noth- 
ing. Otherwise, x ~ C~_ l and x = h 7 for some ]. Place x E T/, 
We have thus defined an o~-recursive s quence of a-r.e, sets (T/: ] < a*). 
Note that i f ]  4: k then T /n  Tg = 0. Furthermore, i fx  ~/7 ,  then x = it~ 
for some] </3; and since x E Ci_ 1 - C i, then i fx  ~ C/~l, x = h /= hT. 
Hence for all 8 < ~, h 6 ~ T6. By Lemma 2.3, fl 1> a*. So by Theorem 
3.4, H is not hhsimple. This contradiction completes the proof  of  the 
lemma. [] 
Theorem 5.4 Assume :hat there exists at: hhsimple a-r e. set with a- 
bounded complement.  Then s 3 cf(a)  = 60. 
Proof. Let H be such a set and assume that s 3 c f (e)  > 60, for tile sake of 
obtaining a contradiction. By Lemma 5.2, there is an S 3 fimction 
a: co -~ a such that o(i) is the least r for which C/:~ H = C[ n H. Since 
s3,cf (a) > 60, sup (o([60))) = o < a. For all i < co we have 
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a(i) < < of  u) .c c Q, 
q n/ t  = n Ci ° n c_ q n ..q, 
so C i n i-i = C f  n/-/. Define R c 7 X w by (x, i) ~ R ¢~, x ~ Cf  (0. Then 
R is an a-recursive relation. Furthermore, tbr all i < w and x ~ H, x ~ C i 
i f fx  ~ C /n /7  i f fx  ~ C o n /7  i f fx  ~ Cf i f f  (x, i) ~ R. Lemma 5.3 now 
yields the contradiction which proves the theorem. [] 
The following analogue of Lemma 5.3 will be useful in obtaining a 
non-existence theorem for hhsimple o~-r.e, sets with a-unbounded com- 
plements. 
Lemma 5.5. Assume that "t = a and that {3 = ts2P(a) • k for  some k such 
that 0 < k < a. Fix la < a, Then there is no a-recursive relation 
R c ~ X w such that Jb ra l l  i < w andx  ~ Hn Ira, a), 
x e (_; ,=* (x, i) ~ R.  
Proof. Assume for tile sake of  obtaining a contradiction, that R is such 
a relation. Let ;~ be the least u such that h v >1 ta. Since 7 = a and since 
s2P(a) and s 2 cf fu)  are a-cardinals, by Lemma 2.17, ot (H n [/.t, a)) = 
ts2P(tO • m for some m > 0. For all ~5 < bt and j < ts2p(a) • m, define 
T] ~ = 0. Let ] < ts2p(a) • m and 8 >1 p be given. As in the proof of 
Lemma 5.3. there is a least i > 0 such that (8, i) q~ R, and a least o such 
that 5 ~ H ° or ~ ~ C ° for this i. Furthermore, such i and o can be 
found a-recursively in 5. I f 6 ~ H a, let T] 8 = O { Tf : 7" < 6). Otherwise, 
6 ~ H" :  let 6 = h~ with r/= k + n. I f ]  4: n, set T~ = LI{T7 : z < 8); and 
set T~ = IJ{T~: r < ~i} o {5}. For a l l /<  ts2p(a) • m, set 7"/= O (T]6:5 < a} 
{Ti: ] < ts2p(a) • m} is an a-recursive sequence of a-r.e, sets. By Lemma 
2.17, ts2P(a) • m = s2p(a) • r for some r. (4), (5) and (6) of  Theorem 3.6 
are easily seen to be satisfied. As in the proof  of  Lemma 5.3, ha+ ,, ~ Tn 
so (3.7) is satisfied. Note that v(i) = x( i )  = hx+ i for all i < ts2P(O~) •m, 
so since sup (/7) = t~ (8) and (9) are satisfied. Hence by Theorert 3.6, H 
is not hhsimple, This contradiction completes the proof  of  the lemma. [] 
~,~e now proceed with a construction designed to yield another non- 
existence result for hhsimple a-r.e, sets. The method of  proof was first 
discovered for a = ~,  but has since been effectivized to encompass a 
larger class of  admissible ordinals. The construction and proofs have 
their rudimentary origin in [4, Theorem 2]. 
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For each i < co, we t~" to construct an a-recursive sequence o f  a-r.e. 
sets (De, x: X < c~} to co.~tradict the hhsimplicity of  H. Under suitable 
restmctions on a, the failure o f  these attempts yields the a-recursiveness 
of  the relation ";x ~ Cf'  for all suff iciently large x E / t  and i ~ co, so 
Lemma 5.5 will contradict he hhsimplicity of  H. Simultaneously with 
the co~s~ ruction of  (Di, x: 7, < it}, we construct an a-recursive sequence 
of  a-r.e, sets {Ri: i < co} which will be used to give the 0~-recursiveness 
o f  the relation "x  ~ C,". 
We say that ~, requires attention for i at stage o, if ~ < o and there is 
nox  ~ H ° n (U(D~x: T< O}) such thatx  > sup (U(D~.~ : r < o, 5 < k}), 
We say that ~ is ripe ]b, i at stage o, if ;k < o and there is an 
x ~ [0) n C f  n H ° such thatx  q~ O(D~:  r< o, 8 < o) and 
x ,"- sup (U(D~,n : r < o, o < ~}); and for such an x, we say that ;k is ripe 
for i through x at stage o. 
The construct ion of(D,, x: i < w, ]k < a) and {Ri: i < w} proceeds as 
follows: 
Stage 0: Let D O x = 0 = R 0 for all i < co and ~ < a. 
Stage o: o > 0. We proceed by substages, (i : i < w}. 
Substage i: Let X be the least ~ < o such that 8 requires attention for 
i at stage o. (Note that 3, exists, since Dr = ~ for all r < o. so a is such 
{,O • 
a 8.) Let R~' = (U {R~'" r < or)). u (U {DiT,~ : X < ~i < a}), D °i,~ -': U {Drts: r < o} 
for all .~ < ~ such that'6 ¢ ;k. I f  X is not ripe for i at stage o, let D ° = i.h 
U{D[x: r < o}. Otherwise, let x be the least 3' such that X is ripe i'or i 
through y at stage o. Let D ° = (U{D~.x: r < o}) u (x}, and say that X 
receives attention for i (through x) at stage o. 
This completes the construct ior .  Let Di,~, = U (D~.x: o < a} for all 
7~ < a and i < co, and let R i = U(R] :  o < or} for all i < ~.  ~Di.x: i < co, 
;t < 0~} is a double t~-recursive sequence oft~-r.e, sets, and {Ri: i ,( to} is 
an c~-recursive sequence o f  a-r.e, sets. Furthermore,  
(5.3) forall i  < co,;~ < t~,ando<a,D~,xC__(~.° andDi ,~ Ci; 
(5.4) fo ra l l i<wando<a,R~cO(D~.h :~<o}and 
R i ~ UfDi, x: ?~ < ~}. 
From (5.3) an,_: (5.4), we conclude that: 
(5.5) for all i < co and o < a, R~' c ~ and R i c__ Ci; 
(5.6) • for all i < o9, k < a, ~ < ~, and o < ~, if ;k ~ ~ then 
D°i,~, n D~. t = O, and D~, x n Di, ~ = O. 
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Lemma 5.6. Fix t to, X < ~ and ~ < c~, Assume that there is ~7n x such 
t/tat 
(5.7) x E C/t n / t  t n D~x, x > sup (O{Dir, s" r < ~, 8 < X}). 
Then there is a unique x satisfying (5.7). 
Proof. Assume for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that 3' and z 
(replacing x) both satisfy (5,7) and y 4~ .-. Let ta be the least o such that 
y E D ° and let v be the least o such that 2 E D ° By the construction i ,X '  i ,k"  
of {D~,x: g < a}, we must have g ~ v. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that/a < v. Note that ~t < ~ and v < ~. 
Since//~ c/ /~'  and y ~/7~, we have 3' ~ ,qr. Since D~ c D~.~ c D~,~ 
for all 8 < X, and since 3' E D~, x and 3' > sup (IJ (D~.~ •r < ~, 8 < X}), we 
conclude that v ,:: Di~,x and v > sup qJ rD* . -- . t ~- i,~ r<v,  8<X) ) .HenceX 
does not require attention for i at state v, contradicting the choice of 
v (since z ~ D"i,x - O{D[x: r < v}), and thereby, proving the lemma. 
Lemma 5.7. F/x i < co and X < ~ and assume that 
(o: ;k requires attention for i at stage o} 
is a-bounded. Let X(X, i) be the least ~ such that for all r >~ ~, k does not 
require attention for i at stage r. Then: 
(5.8) ybr all ~ >t X(k, i), there is an x satisfying (5.7); 
(5.9) (x: x satisfies (5.7)for some ~ ~ X(k i)) has exactly one 
elemen t.
Denote this element by x(k, ¢); then 
(5.10) x(X , i )~C in i ImDi ,  x, x(k i )>~sup(U{Di ,6:  8<X}).  
Proof. (5.8) is true. else X would require attention for i at stage ~ >i X(k, i) 
Assume that (5.9) is false t'or the sake of  obt;ining a contradiction. 
By Lemma 5,6 an;! (5.8), there is a unique x satisfying (5.7) for ~ = 
x(X. i); let x(k, i) be this x. Since (5.9) is false, there is a least stage 
> X(X, i) and a 3' ~ x(X, i) such that y (replacing x) satisfies (5.7). Fix 
such a ~ and v. Let ti be the least v such'that y E D ~ Note that/a < ~. ,- i k "  
Fix r/such that ta < 7/<~ ~. Since y E D~/,x c_ D ~i,x and y ~ H ~ _c H n, 
y ~ H '~ n D~. x. Since .7' > sup (LI (D[8: r < ~, 8 < X)) and D~, 6 c__ D~,~ 
for all 8 < k, y > sup (O (D[~: r < 7"/, 8 < ~)). By (5.3), y E Cp. Hence 
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y (replacing x) satisfies (5.7) for r/(replacing ~), Ifta < X(k i), then 
O < X(),, i) < ~, and since y ~ x(k  i ) ,y (replacing x) satisfies (5.7) for 
X(~, i) (replacing ~), contradicting Lemma 5.6. Similarly, if X(~, i) </a 
and ta < g, by choice of ~, both x (k  i) and y (replacing x) satisfy (5.7) 
for g (replacing ~), again contradicting Lemma 5.6. Hence ~t =/~. But 
then y ~ D~, x - {D~, x: r < ~}, and this can only happen if ?~ requires 
attention for i at stage ~; we thus have contradicted the choice of X(k i), 
so (5.9) must be true. 
Since C't(z ix'i) c C i and r)x(X,i) c_C_ D i h, x (~ i) E C i N Di, x. Since - -  " - ' / ,h  
HT = fl (H ~ : ~ < t~}, and if cr < ~ then 'H~ c_ H", and since x(L i) ~ H~ for 
all ~ ~> X(?~, i), we conclude that x(~,, i) ~/~. Since D~ c D~ for all 
o < ~ < a and all 6 < ~, and since x(,~,i) > sup (tl (D~'~ ~ ~ X(X i), 
6 < a}),x(~,i) ~ sup (IJ{Di,~ : 6 < a}). Thus (5.10) is true. [] 
From this point on, fix x(~,, i) and X(k i) as in Lemma 5.7, for all 
i < co and ;k < ,,, such that {o: ~, requires attention for i at stage o) is ~- 
bounded. By (5.10), it follows that 
(5.11 ) if i < ~ and ~, < ~ < a and x(.~, i) and x(~, i) are both defined, 
then x(X, i) < x(~, i). 
For all i < co and X < t~ such that x(L  i) is defined, let O(k i) be the 
least stage ~ such that x (k  i) ~ D~, x. 
Lemma 5.8. Fix i < ~o. Then there is a least ;k < ~* suct; that (o : ) ,  re- 
quires attention for i at stage o} ds ~-unbounded. 
Proof. Assume not for the sake of obtaining a contradiction. Then by 
Lemma 5.7 and (5.10), x(~,i) E Hn  Di, x for all ~,< t~*. Also, i f~ :  rt 
then Di, ~ n Di, ~ = 0. Hence by Theorem 3.~,, H is not hhsimple. This 
contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. 1:3 
From this point on, let ?~(i) be the least ~, such that (o: X requires 
attention for i at stage o) is t~-unbounded. ~,: to -* t~ is total, by Lemma 
5.8. 
Lemma 5.9. Fix i < 6o and 6 < X(i). Then for all o > 0(6. i), 6 does not 
require attention for i at stage o. 
Proof. By the definition of ~(i), x(& i) and hence 0(6, i) are defined. If 
< r /< c~, then R n c ~.  If furthermore, 6 < ~, then D~, 6 c D~.~. The 
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lemma now follows from t5.10) and the definition of  "requires atten- 
tion". 
Lemma 5.10. Fix i < ¢o and assume that s 2 cf(a)  = ts2p(a). Then 
sup ({x(5,i): ~ < ~(i))) is a-bounded. 
Proof. Ifx(~, i) ~ ~a, then o ~ x(8, i). Hence X(5, i) > 0(5, i) >f x(6, i): 
Assume that the Imama is false, for the sake of  containing a contra- 
diction. Since X(&i) .-" x(8 i), sup ({X(5,i): 6 < ;~(i)}) = ix. Let ;k be the 
least 11 ~< X(i) such that sup ({X(~5, i): ~ < ~}) = a. Let p <~ a and u < ts2P(a) 
be the unique ordinals such that }, = ts2p(a) •/a + u. By the definition of 
~,, if v > 0 then sup ({X(6, D: ts2P(a) • P ~< 6 < ;~}) = a. Define g: v --> a by 
g(6) = ~ ,~" (r > ~) (ts2p(t~) •p +/5 does not require attentior~ 
for i at stage 1") 
(r ~< ~) (3 o ~< ~) (o > r, ts2P(~) • # + 5 requires 
attention for i at stage o).  
Then g is a X 2 function, so by Lemma 2.6, g is an S 2 function. By the 
definition of  X, g((5) = X(ts2p(a) • la + 8) for all 6 < v. Since 
sup ((g(5): 5 < v)) = a, s2cf(a) -<< 6 < ts2P(t~), a contradiction. Hence 
we conclude that v = 0. Therefore,/a ~> 1. 
By (5.6) and the definition of (Ti, o : 5 < ts2P(a) • #}, (4), (5) and (6) 
of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. By Lemma 2.17, ts2p(a) • ta = s2P(O0 • r for 
some r. By (5.10), (7) is satisfied. Note that v(i) in Theorem 3.6 is just 
0(5, i) in the present setting. Hence sup ((0(6, i): 6 < ts2p(a) • it}) = a, 
since 0(6, i) ;a x(8, i), so (8) is satisfied. 
Note that XSx(6, i) is strictly increasing. Let o < o~ be given. Then by 
definition of  ~,, x(6, i) > o for some ~i < ;k. But since ),6x(5, i) is strictly 
increasing, x(~, i) > o for all ~ such that ~i ~< ~ < ~,. Since 0(}, i) >t x(~, i) 
for ;dl ~ such that 6 -<< ~ < X, 0(~, i) > o for all ~ such that 6 ~< ~ < ~,. 
hence ( 11 ) is satisfied. By Corollary 3.8, H is not hhsimple. This con- 
tradiction completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Lemma 5.11. FLx- i < w. Ascume that s2cf(a) = ts2p(e.) and thatHis  
a.regular. Then sup ({X(6, i~: 6 < ;k(i)}) is a-bounded. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.10, sup ((x(6, i): 5 < ~(i)}) = u < a. Since H is a- 
regular, there is a a such that ~qa n Iv) =/ - /n  [u). Fix such a o. Then by 
the definition of C i, Cf  n iv) = C i n Iv). Let 
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Since x(5, i) < v and by 
and Q are all o~-fin~_te. 
N = (5 < X(i): x(& i) ~ D~'~ }, 
P = {6 < ~,(i): 5 requires attention for i at stage o 
and 6 is ripe for i through x(& i) at stage o}, 
Q = (5 < ~,(i): 5 does not require attention for i at stage o 
and x(8, i) ~ D~}. 
(5.10), N u P u Q = [~(i)). Furthermore, ?v: P 
If 5 ~ N, then by (5.10) and the definition of X, X(& i) < o + 1. 
We define an o~-recursive function r: P u Q ~ a by induction on the 
elements o fP  u Q. Asstmae that r(~) has been defined for all ~ < 8 such 
that ~ ~ P u Q. Since r is an a-recursive function and P u Q is a-finite, 
sup ({'r(~): ~ < 5, ~ ~ P u Q}) =/s < a. 
By induction, we assume that for all ~ < & ×(~, i) < r(~) + 1. 
If there is a y ~ Dj, s such that y < v and y ~//~' and 
y > sup (U_{D~ n HP: p < ta, ~ < 5}), define r(5) = ta. In this case, 
since y ~ H ~ n [v), y ~ .,~ and since ta i> ×(~, i) for all ~ < 5, 
y > sup (U{D~,~" p < r/, ~< 6}) forall r/~>/a. Hence 5 does not require 
attention at any stage 77 > ta, so ×(& i) < ~t + 1 = X(8) + 1. If there is no 
y ~ D~ such that y < v and y ~/ I  v and 3' > sup (U(D~ n [io: p < la, 
< 5}), then 5 requires attention fo I i  at stage t~. If x(& i) ~ U(D~.~ : 0</a} 
then x(5, i) would be a y as in the previous entence. Hence 
x(5, i) q~ U{D~:  O </a}. Thus since ~, ~</a nd x(& i) ~ C v., n R ~' n [v) 
and x(5, i) ~ H by (5.10), x(5, i) E (~]u n R ~ n [ta), By (5.10). ~ is ripe 
for i through x(6, i) at stage tz. Hence by the induction hypothesis, 
X(~, i) < t~ for all ~ < 6, so 5 receives attention for i through some 
y < x(5, i) at stage v, Replacing/a by/z + 1 in the first part of  this para- 
graph, we have reduced this case to the previous case 0: ~ D~/.s)- So it 
suffices to define r(5) =/a + 1. 
Since r is a-recursive and P u Q is e-finite, sup (r(P u Q)) = o 1 < a. 
But for all p ~> o I and 5 ~ P u Q, 8 does not require attention for i at 
stage r, her :e ×(6, i) ~< cr t. Let o 2 = maximum (o, o~). Then it is ~,ow 
clear that su- ({X(5, i): ~ < ~(i))) < o 2 < a. This completes the proof 
of the lemm~:. 1:2 
Lemma 5.12. Fix i < w and assume that s 2 cf (a) = ts2P(a) and that H 
is an a-regular a-r.e, set. Then either: 
(5.12) {o: ?fro receives attentior for i at stage o} is ~-unbounded; 
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or  
(5.13~ {o: OO) (0 receives attention .for i at stage o)) is a-bounded. 
Proof. Assume that (5.12) fails. Then by Lemma 5.11, sup ((X(6, i): 
< X(i))) = o < a. Hence no 6 ~< k(i) receives attention t'or i at any 
stage r ~ o. Let/i be the least 7 ~ o such that h(i) does not receive 
attention at any stage r ~ 7. ~ exists since (5.12) I;ails. By the definition 
of ~(i), and since if 8 requires attention for i at stage r and 8 does not 
.~ceive attention for i at stage p for any/a such that r </a < v then 8 
requires attention for i at stage 1,, we conclude that X(i) requires atten- 
tion for i at all stages r ) ~. But if r ) ~ and 8 receives attention for i 
at stage -. then b is the least ordinal which requires attention at stage r, 
hence 5 = X(i). Thus no 6 receives attention for i at any stage r ~> ~, so 
(5.13) holds. [] ' 
Lemma 5.13. Fix i < to, and assume that s 2 cf(a) = ts2P(a)and that H 
is a-regular. Let/a(i) = sup (I.I{Di, x : ~ < k(i)}). Let x be given such that 
#(i) < x. Then there is a stage o such that lbr all 3: <<- x and 8 < a, 
(5.14) Y C Di.~ c~ y ~ D[~ : 
(5. i5) yEDi6  nR~,v~D ° n lL  
Fttrthermore, 
(5.16) xECin i i~(35~(xEDi .6 ) ,  
Proof. By the definition of X and Lemma 5. i 1, there is a stage a I such 
that no 8 < ~,(i) requires attention for i at any stage r ~ 01. Fix the least 
such o I. Let x be given such that/~(i) < x. Since H is a-regular, there is 
a least O ~ ol such that H n [x] = R p n [x], and R p n [x] is a-finite. 
Fix the least such O. By th~ definition o f{Q:  i<  to}. C /n  [xl = Cfn  [x] 
If r ~ O and some 8 < a is ripe for i through y at stage r, then either 
y > x or y ~ H r n C[ n [x I. Let a be the least 77 ~ O such that k(i) re- 
quire:~ attention for i at stage 7. o exists by the definition of k(i). By 
choice of  o, only ;k(i) can receive attention for i at stage a. If some 
y ~ x is such that y ~ D~,x( O - IJ (D[x(i) : r < o}, then since o 1> p ~ x, 
y ~/ /and  y >/a(i)" hence ~(i) will not require attention for i at any 
stage 7 ;~ o, contradicting Lemma 5.1 1. Furthermore, i fy  ~< x, 
y ~ C~ n H ° ,=~ y E C[ n ,qr for some r ~ o. Hence by the choice of  o, 
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for al ly ~< x arid 8 < or, (5,14) and (5.15) hold. l fx  ~ C i n i i ,  then 
x ~ C/° n /qo  so by the choice of  o, either x ~ D~n for some 8 < a, or 
there is ay  ~< x such thaty  ~ D~x(i ) - IJ{D~Mi): ~r ,< o). But as we have 
seen, the latter cannot happen, else ~(i) would not require attention for 
i at any stage r I> o. Thus (5.1 6) must hold. 
Lemma 5.14. Fix i<  ~o. Assume that s2c f ( ' )  = ts2P(')  and that H is 
,,-regular Assume also that (5.1 2) holds for  i. Then Di.x(i) is ~-un- 
bounded. 
Proof. Letx  < " be given. By (5~14), there is a stage o such that lk)r all 
O r 1> a, 6 < a, and y <~ x, y q~ D~,~ - UtDi,  ~ : 0 < r}. Fix such a o. Since 
(5.1 2) holds for i, there is a least ~ ~ a sucla that k(i) receives attention 
for i at stage r/. Let ~,(i) recebe attention for i through y at stage rh Then 
"O __ "r , y E Di, x(i) IJ {Di,x(i). 7" < ~/}~ hence y > x. Since y ~ Di,x~), Di, x(i) is 
a-unbonnded. 
Lemma 5.15. Assume that s2 cf (a)  = ts2P(a), sac f ( ' )  >- ~, and that H 
is a-regular. Let  
A l = (i < w: (5.12) holds for  i), 
A 2 = [60)  - A 1. 
Then A 1 and A 2 are a-finite. 
Proof. Since s3cf(a) > 60, a > 60, so [60) is a-finite. Thus it suffice.~ to 
show that A 2 is a-finite. 
By Lemma 5.12, i~  A 2 iff (5.13) holds for/ .  But (5.13) holds for /  
iff 
(3 o) (r) (p) (r t> o --, p does not require atte,~tion tbr i at stage r), 
so A 2 is a ~2 subset of w. By Lemma 2.6, A 2 is an S 2 subset of  60. Since 
,..zO, s3p(a) > oa; hence by Lemma " 21 A 2 s3cf(a) > :~J, by Lemma ~ " -. , 
is a-finite. ~-J 
From this point on, let A 1 and A 2 be as ill Lemma 5. ! 5. Fix i < to, 
and assume that s2cf(a) = ts2P(a), s3cf(a)  > ¢o, and that H is a-regular. 
For i E A 1, let o(i) be ~he least a such that no 6 < ~(i) receives atten- 
tion for i at any stage r ~ o. For i ~ A 2, let o(i) be the least o such that 
no 8 < k(i) recewes attention for i at any stage r ~ o, and ~,(i) requires 
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attention for i but does not: receive attention Ibr i at every stage r ~ or. 
Let v(i) = sup ({x(5, i): ~ < ~,(i))). 
Lemma 5.16. Fix i < w and assume that s 2 cf(t~) = ts_~p(a), s 3 cf (a)  > w, 




o(i) is def ine& 
v(i) < . :  
i f  x E Di, xO ~ t'~ i i, then x < v(i). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 1, Lemma 5.1 2, and the definition of X(i), (5.1 7) 
follows immediately. (5.1 8) is immediate from Lemma 5.10. 
Let x E Di, x(z~ n I71. l f x  ~ v(i), then there is a ~ such that x ~ D~,x(/). 
But then X(i) does not require attention for i at any stage r/> ~, contra- 
dicting the definition of X(i). Thus x < v(i). so (5.19) holds. [] 
Lemma 5.1 7. Assume that s 2 cf(a)  = ts2P(a), s 3 cf(a)  > w, and that H is 
a-regular. Let  o < ~ be given. Define ~(o,r, i) to be 0 i f  r <~ o, and define 
~(o,r. i) to be the lea~st element o f (k :  (3 O) (o < p <<. r and X requires at- 
ten tion ]br i a t stage p)) i f  r > o. Then l imr -. a ~(°, r, i) < k(i) for  all 
o < ~ and i < w, and limi..~ ~(o, r, i) = ;~(i)for all o ~ o(i) and i < w. 
Proof. ?~r~(o,z, i) is non-increasing. Since there is no infinite descending 
sequence of ordinals, l imr.~g(o,r ,  i) exists. By the definition of k(i), 
givel~ c, there is a r ~ o such that X(i) requires attention for i at stage ~'. 
He,'ce l imr..a~(a,r,/)  <~ X(i) for all o < 0~ and i < co. 
Let o ;~ o(i) be given. Then by the definition of X(i), ~(o,r, i) t> X(i) 
for all r ~ o. Hence by the above paragraph, l im,..a~(o,r, i) = k(i) for 
ail o ~ o(i) and i < ~.  121 
l.emma 5.18. Assume that s2 cf(a)  = ts2 p(a), s2 cf(a)  > ~o and thatH is 
a-regular. Then sup ((o(i): i < u~}) < a. 
Proof. Let ~(o,r, i) be as in Lemma 5.1 7. We proceed by cases, showing 
that sup ((o(i): i ~ Af}) < a for i  ~ (1,2}, 
Case 1 : sup ((o(i): i ~ AI}) < a. We define an o~-recursive function 
g: a × a X A l ~ a. Let i ~ A l, o < o~, and r < a be given. If ~" < o, let 
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g(o,r,i)= O. I fo  > r, define 
g(a,r ,  i) = sup ({p < ¢: (3 X < ~(o,r,/))(3, requires attent ion 
for i at stage p)}). 
g is defined for all a < r,, r < a, and i E A 1. By Lemma 5.1 7, 
l imr.~a~(o,r, i) < 3`(i), hence there is an 7/such that for all r :~ ~7, 
~(o,r, i) = ~(o, r/, i). Fix such an .~. By th o definit ion o f  3.(i) and since 
~(o, r/, i) < 3`(0, l imT~g(o , r ,  i) is defined. 
Fix a i> o(i). By Lemma 5.1 7, there is a p such that/ 'or  all r ~ p, 
~(a,1", i) = ~,(0. Fix such a p. Then for all r ~ p, g(a,r,  i) = a(i). Hence 
lim lim g(o ,¢ , i )=a( i )  fo ra l i ' i EA  I, 
O- '~ Ot T -'~" Oc 
By Lemma 5.15, a: A l ~ a is an S 3 function. I f  sup ({o(i): i ~ Al}) = a, 
then A 1 must be an a-finite set o f  order type w,  so s 3 o f (a)  = co. Thus 
sup ((o(i): i ~ Al}) < a. 
Case 2: sup ({o(i): i ~ A2)) < a. We define an a-recursive function 
g: ,v × a × A 2 ~ a. Le t i~  A 2, o < a, and r< a be given. I f r~< o, let 
g(o,r, i) = 0. If o > r and if ~(o, r, i) requires attention for i at stage r, 
let g(o,r, i) be the least stage/9 such that ~(o,r, i) requires attent ion for 
i at stage 3, for all X such that p < 3` < r. And if o > r and ~(o, r, i) does 
not require attention for i at stage r, let 
g(o,r, i) = sup ({p: ~(o,r, i) requires attention for i at stage p}). 
g is defined for all a < a, r < a, and i ~ A 2. By Lemma 5.1 7, 
lim ~(a,r,i)<~ X(i), 
T- -~ 
hence there is an 7/such that for all r > r/, ~(o, r~, i) = ~(a, r, i). Fix such 
an 7/. I f  ~(o,r/,i) < ~(i), then there is a stage/a > 77 such that ~(a,r, i) 
does not require attention for i at any stage r >/a.  Hence lirar_.~g(o, r, i) 
exists. If ~(a, r/, i) -- 3`(0, then since i ~ A 2, there is a stage/a > T/such 
that for all r >/~, ~(o, r/, i) requires attention for i at sta~e r but does 
not receive attention for i at stage r. Hence again l imr .~g(a, r ,  i) exists. 
Fix a >I o(i) for i ~ A 2. Then by Lemma 5.1 7. there is a p such that 
for all r ~ i~, ~(o,r, i) = 3`(i). Fix such a p. Then for all r ~ p, g(o,r,  i) = 
a(i). Hence 
lim lira g(a,r ,  i) = o(i) for all i E A 2. 
O -.~ Ot T~.~ 
By Lemma 5.1 5, a: A 2 ~ a is an S 3 function~ If sup ({a(i): i E A2}) = a, 
then A 2 must be an a-finite set of  order type ~0, so s 3 c f (a )  = co. Since 
this is not the case, sup ({o(i): i ~ A2}) < a. The lemma now follows. [] 
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Lemma 5.19. Assume that s 2 cf (t~) = ts2p(~), s3 cf (t~) < w, and that H is 
a-re~dar. Then sup ({v(i): i < co}) < oz. 
Proof. Let i < co, o < a, and r < ~ be given. Let ~(o,r, i) be as in Lemma 
5.1 7. If r ~< o, let h ' (e,r ,  i) = 0. I f  r > o, let h(o,r, i) = sup ((x(~, i,r): 
< ~(o,r, i))), where x(~, i , r )  is the unique x such that x ~ C T :~ ~r  n D~,~ 
and x > sup (t.I (D~,~ : r /< r, 6 < ~)) if such an x exists (the uniqueness 
follows from Lemma 5.6) and x(~, i,r) = 0 ofllerwise. As in the proof  of  
Lemma 5,18, given e, there is an ~ ~ o such that ~(o,r, i) = ~(r/,r, i) <~ ;~(i) 
lk~r all r ~ O. Hence x(~, i .r) = x(~,i ,~) for all r I> 77, since D~,~ = D~ for 
all r ~ ~1 and ~ < ~(~,r, i). Thus l imr_,ah(o,r, i) exists for all o < a and 
i<w.  
Fix o ~ a(i). Then foc all sufficiently large 7" > a, by Lemma 5.17, 
~(rLr, i) = X(i). Hence by Lemma 5.6, for all sufficiently large r >1 a, 
x(~, i,r) = x(~, i) for all ~ -: ;~(i), so for st,oh r, h(a,r, i) = v(i). Thus 
lira lira h(o.r,  i) = v(i) for all i < ~,  
so r: ,2 ~ a is a total S 3 f ruction. If sup t(v(i): i < w)) = a, then s3 cf(a-) = 
w, a contradiction. He~ce sup ((v(i): i < co)) < o~. 
Len ma 5.20. Assume that s 2 cf(0~) = tszp(a), s 3 cf(o~) > o~, and that H :s 
~-re,Tular. Let o = sup ((o(i): i < w)) and let v -- sup ({v(i): i < co}). Then 
the relation x E R i and x ~ v is ~-recursive. Also, C i :~ H n [v, a) c__ R i. 
Proof. Let x < a and i < ~ be given such that x i> v. By Lemma 5.15, 
we can a-recursively go t(, Case 1 or Case 2 according as to whether 
i ~ A l ,  o r iE  A~ . .  
Case 1: i~  A l, By Lemma 5.14, there is ay  ~ Di, x(i) such thaty  1> x. 
Let r be the least r/;~ o fc~ ,vhich there is a y ~ D~,x(i) such that y ~> x, 
and fix such ay  fo r t .  Th~n for all p > r and 0 < ~, i fx  ~ D~,~, then 
r/~< ;~(i) by the construction of  Den. Since p > r t> c-, and since a >1 o(i), 
~/)  X(i). Hence 77 = ;~(i). I f x  ~ R i - Ri~ then there is a ~ > 7" and a X< *7 
such that ~, receives attent ion for i at stage ~. By the choice of  r >~ o >>- o(i), 
and since r/= )~(i), this can never happen. Note that the procedure for 
finding r is ~-recursive in x. 
Case 2: i E A 2. Since ~,(i) requires but does not receive attent ion for i 
at all stages r ;> o ;~ o(i), no r~ ~ h.(i) receives attent ion for i at any stage 
:" ~ e. By choice of  o ;~ o(i), no 77 < X(i) receives attent ion for i at any 
stage r ;~ o. Hence x ~ R i ,=> x E R~. Note that this procedure is a-re- 
cursive. 
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Finally, let x ~ C i n 17i n [v, a). By (5.16), x ~ Di. 6 for some 6. Since 
x I> v, ~ ;~ ~(i). Since v;~ v(i), by (5.19), i5 ~ ),(i). Hence 6 > ~,(i). By 
the definition of k(i), i fx  ~ D~,  X(i) will require attention for i at some 
stage r f> ~, so x E R r C__ R i. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 5.21. Assume that sacf(a)  = ts2p(a)and that s3cf(~) > co. 
Then there is no a-regular hhsimple a-r.e, set. 
Proof. Assume that H is such a set, for the sake of  obtaini~g a contra- 
diction. Let/3 := ot (I1). By Lemma 2.13, 
= s 2 cf(a)  • k = ts2P(a), k for some k ~ 0~ 
(since s2cf(a) = ts2P(~)). By Lemma 5.,.0, the relation R c_C_ t~ X w defined 
forx  < a and i < co by (x, i) ~ R i f fx  ~ R i and x ~ v, is a-recursive. As- 
sume thatx  ~ ~n Iv, a). I fx  ~ C i, then by Lemma 5.20, x ~ R i, If 
x E R i and x ~ v, then by (5.5), x ~ C I. This contradicts Lemma 5.5. 
This contradiction completes the proof of  the theorem. 
Corollary 5.22. Assume that s 2 cf (a)  = ts2P(~) and that s 3 c f (a)  > co. 
Then there are no hhsimple a-r. e. sets. 
Proof. If H were such a set, and 3' is the least ordinal such that H is not 
3' + 1 regular, then H u [3", a) is a "r-regular hhsimple a-r.e, set. If 3' - a, 
this contradicts Theorem 5.21, and if 3' < a, this contradicts Theorem 
5.4. 
Corollary 5.23. Let  a > co be a regular cardinal o f  L. Then there are no 
hhsimple a-r.e, sets. 
Proof. I fa  > co is a regular cardinal of  L, s3 cf(a)  > co and ts2P(C~) =
s2cf(t~). The result now follows from Corollary 5.22. E3 
6. Summary ,ld open questions 
Our primary aim in this paper was to discover for exactly which ad- 
missible ordinals a hhsimple a-r.e, sets exist. We then wanted to deter- 
mine the possible order types of complements ofa-r.e, sets. We sum- 
marize the results which we have obtained as follows. In Case 1 we con- 
sider these questioh,, for hhsimple a-r.e, sets H whose complements are 
o~-bounded, and in Case 2 we consider these questions for a-regular hh- 
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simple a-r.e, sets H whose compk, ments are a-unbounded. If H is an hh- 
simple a-r.e, set with a-unbounded complement, but H is not a-regular, 
the existence of  H implies the existence of :-~n hhsimple set considered 
in Case 1. We do not consider the possible order types of complements 
of such sets. 
Case 1 : H is an hhsimple a-r.e, set and sup (H) < a. 
If ~* = a, H does not exist. If to = a* < ~, such an H can exist with 
to ~< ot (/7) < to2 The existence of such H with to2 ~< ot (F/) < a is un- 
known. No such H can exist with ot ([ i )  = a. 
If to < a* < a and a* is a singular a-cardinal, H does not exist. 
If ¢o < g* < a,a*  is a regular a-cardinal, and s 3 cf(a) > to, then H does 
not exist. 
If w < a* < a, a* is a regular ~-cardinat, and s3cf(a) = to, then the 
existence of such H is an open question. 
Ca~e 2: H is an ~-regular hhsimple a-r.e, set and sup (H) = a. 
If s3p(a) = to, then H can ezist with ot (H) = ~ for exactly those 13 
such that s2cf(a) = s2 cf(/3) and ~<~ a*. 
If s 2 cf (,~) < ts2p(a) and ts2P(a) is an a-cardinal or ts2p(a) = a, then 
the hhsimple a-r.e, sets are exactly those sets H with ot (H) = 13 where 
~3 = 3' + 6, 3' < a* and 5 < ts~p(a) for some 3' and ~5 (such sets do exist). 
If s2p(a) < ts2p(a), then ad H such that ot (/7) =/3 wher~ t3 = 3' + 5, 
3' < c~* and 6 < ts2P(,~) for some 3' and 6 are hhsimple (such sets do 
exist). The existence of other hhsimple a-r.e, sets is an open question. 
If s 3 ef (a)  > to and s 2 cf(a)  = ts2o(a), then H does not exist. 
If s3pta) > ¢o, s 2 e l (a)  = ts2p(e) and s 3 cf(a)  = co, the existence of H 
is an open question. 
In order to complete our knowledge about the existence of hhsimple 
a-r.e, sets, we set the following problems. 
( 1 ) Assume that to = a* < a. Then hhsimple a-r.e, sets H exist with 
sup (,tl) < a. Let/3 = sup (/7). Characterize the possible values of~. 
(2) Assume that to < a* < a, that a* is a regular,a-cardinal, nd 
that s3cf(a) = to. Do tb.ere exist hhsimple a-r.e, sets H such that 
sup (/7) < a? If so, characterize {~q: ot ( i i )  =/3 for suct', a set H}. 
(3) Assume that s2p(a) < ts2p(a). Characterize xactly the set of 
order types of complements of  hhsimple a-r.e, sets H such that sup (/7) = 
OL 
(4) Assume that s3p(a) > to, that s2cf(a)  = ts2P(a) and that s3cf(a) = 
to. Do there exist hhsimple a-r.e, sets H such that sup (H) = a? If so, 
characterize {~: ot (H) = ~ for such a set//3. 
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The remaining problems deal with the structure, definability, and de- 
cidability of ~ (ct), 
(5) For those admissible ordinals a for which hhsimple c~-r.e, sets exist, 
is there a nice ,:haracterization of the a-r.e, sets which have hhsimple 
supersets? 
(6) Let A be an hhsimple a-r.e, set. Describe the possible isomorphism 
types of.6?(A) = (B ~ 6 (cO: A c_ B}. 
(7) Let A and B be hhsimple a-r.e, sets. Is there an automorphism 
of6 (a) such that ¢(A) =B? In particular, ifc~ = ~ and ot (,4) = ot (,~), 
does such an automorphism exist? 
(8) Is there a formula F with one free variable in the language of lattice 
theory satisfied by one simple b~{-r.e, set but not by some other simple 
~lL-r.e. set? Are all simple SlL-r.e. sets automorphic over ~ (S~)'? 
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